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PART 1: GENERAL INTRODUCTION 

 

1.1. Introduction to ecological momentary assessment (EMA) 

Self-reports are frequently used in the social and behavioral sciences to collect data on human 

behaviors and experiences [1]. Studies in these fields commonly ask subjects to report retrospectively 

about their own behaviors and emotions, or other outcomes. However, retrospective self-report data 

are often distorted by “recall bias” [2] and typically collected in laboratory environments by single 

measurements through questionnaires or interviews. Thus, our typical reliance on retrospective 

self-reports seriously limits our ability to accurately assess and evaluate subjects’ behavioral and 

emotional experiences without recall bias in real-world environments and misses the dynamics of 

experiences that change from moment to moment. EMA, an alternative to traditional self-reports, 

involves the repeated collection of self-reported information about a person’s momentary experiences 

in natural environments [2]. The key purposes of the EMA approach are to minimize recall bias, 

maximize ecological validity, and document variations over time [2,3]. 

 

Momentary assessments 

EMA was developed as a means of acquiring self-reported data with less distortion from recall bias 

than that found in retrospective self-reports. Research on autobiographical memory [4] indicates that 

memory can be substantially inaccurate and can introduce systematic bias (cf. natural forgetting over 

time) with regard to experiences that are irregular. In other words, we often recall what has usually 

happened rather than what we have actually experienced. In addition, research using retrospective 

self-report inquiries asks subjects not only to recall but also to summarize their experiences. For 

example, when subjects report their experiences over the preceding week or month, recall will be 
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heavily affected by the most salient events during that period [2]. Those events that are more easily 

recalled, typically peak or most recent experiences, will bias the retrospective self-report. These 

properties inherent to retrospective self-reports, particularly summary reports over longer time periods, 

may thus give us a biased view of individuals’ experiences. In contrast, people can provide accurate 

reports of their immediate experiences [1,5]. Therefore, EMA techniques circumvent recall bias by 

assessing phenomena through instantaneous reports of immediate experiences. 

 

Real-world assessments 

Most current researchers studying human behavior recognize that many experiences can be affected 

by the immediate environment, influencing the results of laboratory studies because the laboratory is 

not a typical environment. For example, a study on the phenomenon known as “white coat syndrome” 

has reported that blood pressure is elevated in a doctor’s office but not in the real world [6]. Thus, for 

assessed experiences to be representative, the experiences have to be sampled in the contexts in which 

they naturally occur. EMA emphasizes ecological validity by collecting data in the real world, 

ensuring that the data represent our everyday life. 

 

Frequent assessments 

Frequent/repeated assessments of experiences through EMA can help investigate the dynamic nature 

of experiences themselves. This cannot be obtained by single measurements through retrospective 

self-reports. Researchers currently seek data with richer temporal resolution to test dynamic 

correlations among variables (e.g., psychological and physiological states) over time. For example, 

EMA studies use temporal resolution to focus on the within-individual changes in psychological 

experiences and physiological states over time, in order to understand how certain psychological 
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variables precede/follow other physiological variables. Momentary fluctuations in the experiences and 

the interplay among their various components monitored by EMA are useful for better understanding 

the interactions among such variables. 

 

1.1.1. History and background of EMA 

EMA is not a single method but rather a collection of methods that share the common characteristics 

of EMA described above. Although the design of these methods, such as the technologies or skills 

used, the targets of assessment, and the schedules for data collection, vary, the EMA approach aims to 

bring these diverse methodologies together under a common framework. The characteristics of EMA 

have been developed on the basis of several historical traditions, including diaries, time budget studies, 

behavioral observation, self-monitoring, the experience sampling method (ESM), and ambulatory 

assessment (AA) [3,7]. 

 

Diaries and time budget studies 

Diaries have long been used to collect research data about subjects’ daily experiences [7]. There are 

various types of diaries, from those involving free description to structured types, and this method has 

been used in a wide range of research fields, including behavioral research, e.g., collecting self-reports 

on coping behaviors. At times, diaries are used to record the results of monitoring of physiological 

states such as blood pressure and salivary cortisol in clinical research. 

Studies using the time budget method, which is a structured type of diary, have been concerned 

with describing how people experience the activities in their lives and how they spend their time [8]. 

This method has traditionally been used in quantitative research, but could be used in qualitative 

research to measure past behavior, attitudes, and emotions [9,10,11]. For example, the day 
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reconstruction method (DRM) involves subjects first recalling the previous day by constructing a 

diary consisting of a sequence of behavioral episodes with time information, and then recording their 

experience of each behavioral episode and any associated symptoms [9,11]. In addition, event history 

calendars (EHCs) have also been used to address the reliability and validity of retrospective data 

collection and collect retrospective data about events and life transitions over short and long time 

periods [10]. Time budget studies including DRM and EHCs attempt to solve concerns about the 

reliability and validity of the retrospective data collected. These techniques are thought to be 

well-structured approaches to recording that facilitate subjects’ recall of past events by using their 

own past experiences as cues for reconstruction. 

 

Behavioral observation and self-monitoring 

Direct description and coding of subjects’ behavior has been used by sociologists and psychologists 

interested in the effect of particular contexts on behavior [12]. Behavioral observation allows us to 

understand how subjects allocate their time and what activities they engage in throughout the day in 

the natural environment. In addition, these methods permit a more objective evaluation of particular 

behavior than self-reports. However, these methods tend to be burdensome and limit the range of 

behaviors and the duration of observation in some contexts [7]. For example, they cannot be used to 

observe behaviors such as sexual behavior and marital conflict, and if used for extended periods they 

would constitute an invasion of privacy. 

Self-monitoring (i.e., behavioral observation alone) of particular behaviors or experiences has a 

long history in behavioral research. This method involves two component responses [13]. One is that 

subjects discriminate or notice the occurrence of the target event (e.g., action, thought, or feeling) and 

the other is that subjects produce additional information about the antecedents and contexts of the 
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target event (e.g., having a meal [14]). Self-monitoring often aims to capture behaviors targeted for 

change in behavioral treatment [15,16] and this approach can sometimes help to change the target 

behavior [16]. 

 

Experience sampling method 

ESM is a method for collecting information about the context and content of the daily life of 

individuals [17]. The advantage of ESM is its ability to capture daily life as it is directly perceived 

from one moment to the next, making it possible to examine fluctuations in the external context and in 

the content of individuals’ subjective experiences. The method achieves this by asking individuals to 

immediately record responses at several random points throughout the day [17,18]. Self-reports with 

ESM mainly concentrate on ecological validity, and the problem of recall bias is automatically solved 

at the same time. In the period before the introduction of devices such as palmtop computers, ESM 

researchers asked subjects to carry pagers so that they could be prompted to record their experiences 

on paper for later collection and analysis [7]. 

 

Ambulatory assessment 

Enabled by technological developments, AA has become an essential research tool over the past two 

decades. AA covers a wide range of assessment methods that are used to study subjects in their 

natural environment via continuous or near-continuous recording [19]. It is most frequently used to 

obtain physiological or biological data. Ambulatory monitoring of cardiovascular function, using 

portable cardiac monitors, has been used for several decades as a tool for understanding the 

association between experiences and cardiovascular health [20]. Recent developments have expanded 

physiological monitoring to other parameters, such as physical activity [21,22,23,24,25,26,27], 
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hypothalamic-pituitary-adrenal axis activity [28,29,30,31], blood glucose [32], skin temperature [33], 

pulmonary function [34], and others. In addition, technological developments have enabled automated 

EMA assessment of behaviors (e.g., pill taking) [35] and physical environment (e.g., air sampling) 

[36]. Studies using AA have the advantage, relative to laboratory research, of ecological validity 

which reflects subjects’ environmental and interpersonal factors that change over time. 

 

1.1.2. Use of EMA in various studies 

Since the term EMA was proposed in 1994, this approach has been actively used to collect data on a 

very wide range of behaviors, experiences, and states. A review of diary studies [37] showed that there 

are large groups of studies using EMA that deal with pain, mood and affect, anxiety, eating, sleep, 

alcohol consumption, and psycho-physiological states. EMA studies address all these types of data 

and also include studies of depression [38,39,40], psychological stress [41,42], self-esteem [43], diet 

[44], self-reported physical activity [45,46], smoking [47,48,49], sexual behavior [50], compulsive 

buying [51], social interaction [38,52], work activity and satisfaction [42,53], diabetes management 

[52,54], effects of medication [55,56], asthma [34,57], allergies [36,58], tinnitus [59], and so on. In 

addition, clinical disorders studied with EMA include the full range of psychopathology, such as 

addictive disorders [60,61], gastrointestinal disorders [62], sexual dysfunction [63], eating disorders 

[64,65,66], attention deficit hyperactivity disorder (ADHD) [67,68], mood dysregulation [69], anxiety 

disorders [70,71,72], depressive disorders [73,74,75,76], bipolar disorder [77], and schizophrenia 

[78,79,80]. Furthermore, EMA is widely used to evaluate treatment and intervention of crucial 

health-related behaviors in health psychology and behavioral medicine, such as coping with illness 

and treatment [64,81], medication compliance [82,83], and exercise [84,85]. EMA techniques are now 

used in most fields of social and behavioral sciences and are continuing to spread to other areas of 
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sciences. 
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1.2. Methodology of EMA 

When researchers use retrospective assessments such as trait questionnaires, they assume that the 

assessment captures what subjects believe or remember in a single assessment [86]. Thus, it may be 

unimportant when the assessment is made. However, EMA is not a series of fixed protocols, but an 

approach to capturing moments or periods of real-time data by sampling it repeatedly over time, 

raising the issue of how to ensure that the moments or periods assessed are representative of the data 

[7]. A well-designed EMA sampling scheme can precisely provide almost complete coverage of 

behaviors and experiences in an individual’s life over time as well as yield new insights into them. 

 

1.2.1. EMA designs 

EMA sampling can be roughly divided into time-based and event-based assessment [2]. Time-based 

assessment typically aims to characterize continuous experience, e.g., observing how mood varies 

over time, without a predefined focus on particular discrete events. Event-based assessment does not 

aim to characterize subjects’ entire experience, but rather to monitor particular discrete events or 

episodes in their lives, e.g., smoking episodes [87], and focus on data collection around these events. 

Also, while some EMA designs use a single EMA schedule or strategy, it is often useful or essential to 

combine them [3,7]. 

 

Time-based assessment 

Time-based assessment is particularly well suited for clinical phenomena that vary continuously (e.g., 

mood states, pain, social interaction) and are not easily conceptualized in an episode. While some 

physiological states (e.g., actigraphy, heart rate) can be monitored continuously, in the more typical 

case, EMA protocols rely on time-based assessment. There are many types of time-based assessment 
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strategies which vary in schedule, frequency, and timing. 

A variety of time-based assessment schedules are used in EMA. Some studies have adopted a 

fixed-interval scheduling of assessment. The assessment interval has varied substantially, ranging 

from once or several times a day to intensive schedules. For example, subjects complete an 

assessment once daily, usually near the end of the day before going to bed. Assessments completed 

several times a day are conducted in the morning, afternoon, and evening, or at certain times of the 

day (e.g., every four hours). Also, it is common that ambulatory monitoring of blood pressure is 

automatically completed every 30 to 45 min [88]. However, this fixed-assessment provides 

predictability for subjects and they may come to anticipate the assessments in ways that change their 

experiences. On the other hand, when the time blocks are ambiguously defined (e.g., morning), 

subjects implicitly have great discretion in the timing of assessments. For example, subjects might be 

reminded to complete their pain assessments when they are in pain, thus biasing the sample of pain. 

To avoid this potential bias in fixed-interval time-based assessment, EMA studies generally use a 

random sampling strategy, characterizing subject experience through a series of randomly scheduled 

assessments to achieve representation of the subject’s experience. Many EMA researchers have used 

stratified random schedules in which the day is divided into blocks of time and an assessment is 

placed at random within each block [89], ensuring that assessments are evenly performed throughout 

the day. 

Although the frequency of assessments depends on the purpose of the study and the target 

behaviors or experiences studied, it is necessary to consider subject respondent load. Thus, EMA 

studies usually assess subjects 3 to 5 times per day [3]. In particular cases, some studies have made as 

many as 20 or more assessments a day (e.g., daily fluctuation in physiological states) [88,90,91,92]. In 

addition, assessment frequency may be varied to collect more assessments in certain time blocks if 
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those are of particular interest (e.g., alcohol consumption at night time) [93]. Furthermore, some 

studies have limited assessment to a certain range of time (e.g., waking time) according to the study 

goals [78]. 

 

Event-based assessment 

Event-based assessment is suitable when the research interest is conceptualized by discrete events or 

episodes. This approach asks subjects to record the occurrence of a predefined event. For example, 

subjects might be instructed to complete an assessment when they feel a tension-type headache [94], 

or smoke a cigarette [47,48,49]. Because, in most cases, the subjects themselves initiate an assessment 

when the predefined event has occurred, the event must be clearly defined. If subjects were required, 

for example, to make a record every time they engaged in a “social interaction,” it would be confusing 

for them because the definition is not concrete enough. In this case, the event could be redefined as a 

“social interaction lasting more than 10 min” [95]. In addition, the researcher may wish to collect data 

not only on the frequency of a predefined event but also on other experiences that occurred 

simultaneously (e.g., mood states, location). If the event frequency is too high, however, it may not be 

possible for subjects to assess each event. In these cases, recording of other experiences could be 

restricted to larger event units (e.g., a bout of drinking), or randomly sampled by time-based EMA 

[96]. 

 

Combination designs 

When researchers focus on momentary states and assess them intermittently, the assessments do not 

provide complete coverage of the subjects’ whole experiences. A combination of time- and 

event-based assessments increases the chance of recording the subjects’ experiences more accurately. 
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In addition, although data obtained once a day may miss important sources of dynamic variation in 

behavior, daily diaries can be used as a supplementary method for capturing data on highly 

memorable and slow-moving targets. A combination of daily diaries and time-based (or event-based) 

assessment may also be useful when researchers especially seek to record subjects’ retrospective 

cognitive processes along with their momentary responses throughout the day. 

Combined sampling approaches are a fruitful way of testing particular hypotheses. Event-based 

assessment is often used to collect data about the circumstances or antecedents that are associated 

with a target event. For example, to understand the association between positive/negative affect and 

smoking, we first collect data on smoking occasions using event-based assessment. However, it is 

difficult to use event-based assessment to sample nonsmoking occasions as a control for the smoking 

occasions since nonsmoking episodes cannot be tracked as an event [96]. By incorporating time-based 

assessment for capturing nonsmoking occasions, we can also document the antecedent or following 

smoking occasions. 

Combining different schedules of time-based assessments can also be useful. For example, 

alcohol consumption as well as assessing throughout the day, an assessment could also be scheduled 

each morning to ask about hangovers from the previous night’s drinking [97]. This reminds us that 

careful consideration about the arrangement and scheduling of assessments need to be driven by the 

research questions and by the natural time course of the target behavior. 

 

1.2.2. Devices used for collection of EMA data 

EMA studies select a device for recording and collecting data according to study purpose and situation. 

There are various types of devices, ranging from basic and simple methods (e.g., paper-and-pencil 

diaries) to state-of-the-art technologies (e.g., smartphones). The devices are generally used to provide 
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Table 1-1. Devices used for collection of EMA data 

 Functions 

 Purpose 

of use 

Self- 

report 

Time- 

stamp
1
 

Manage scheduling  

portable Device/technology predefined
2
 responsive

3
 

Paper-and-pencil diary R
4
 Y

5
 × × × ○ 

Tape recorder R Y × × × ○ 

Web R Y ○ × × ○
6
/× 

Physiological monitor R N
7
 ○ ○/×

8
 × ○ 

Event recorder
9
 R N ○ × × ○ 

Biological sample
10

 R N × × × ○ 

Beeper P
11

 N × ○ × ○ 

Watch P N × ○ × ○ 

Watch-type computer P + R Y ○ ○ × ○ 

IVR
12

 with incoming calls R Y ○ ○ × ○
13

/× 

IVR with outgoing calls P + R Y ○ ○ ○ ○
9
/× 

Laptop computer P + R Y ○ ○ ○ × 

Tablet computer P + R Y ○ ○ ○ × 

Palmtop computer P + R Y ○ ○ ○ ○ 

Smartphone P + R Y ○ ○ ○ ○ 

○  Function is provided. 

×  Function is not provided. 

1  Data records are stamped with time information. 

2  For example, random scheduling that can be predefined. 

3  Allows for change in scheduling in response to certain data received. 

4  Recording (R): Device/technology can record data. 

5  Yes (Y): Device/technology can record self-reported data. 

6  If smartphone used. 

7  No (N): Device/technology cannot record self-reported data. 

8  Usually handles only fixed time schedules. 

9  For example, instrumented medication containers. 

10  Devices for collecting biological samples (e.g., blood pressure, saliva). 

11  Prompting (P): Device/technology can prompt subjects to record data. 

12  Interactive voice response (IVR): Automated telephone systems that use normal phone calls to 

prompt subjects with prerecorded questions and receive responses via telephone keypad input. 

13  If cell phone used. 
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the following functions. First, the devices are used to present questionnaires and available response 

options and to save these collected data with time information (i.e., time-stamped data). In addition, 

when using time-based assessment, the devices prompt the subjects to record with signals (e.g., by 

“beeping”) at the appropriate times [7]. The type of devices used in EMA studies and their detailed 

functions are summarized in Table 1-1 (modified from [7]). 
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1.3. Methodological considerations in EMA 

There are potential methodological issues associated with the repeated collection of real-time data in 

EMA studies, because the data is recorded by subjects themselves in natural environments without the 

supervision of a researcher. Researchers have successfully applied a variety of assessment platforms 

to the collection of EMA data. As the implementation of EMA becomes more ubiquitous across 

psychological, social, and physiological variables, researchers will increasingly be able to take their 

research out of the lab and into the natural environment of their subjects’ daily lives. 

 

Compliance 

In time-based assessment, the success of an EMA study depends on a high rate of compliance with the 

sampling scheme protocol. If subjects did not respond to a high proportion of prompts, researchers 

might have their doubts about the representativeness of the sampling and generalizability of the 

findings. Missing assessments have the potential to bias the obtained recordings of behavior and 

experience, if the missing data are nonrandom. For example, in a study on the intensity of fatigue, it is 

easy to imagine that subjects might ignore a prompt when they are exhausted. If so, the recordings of 

the level of fatigue for the period studied would be falsely underestimated. Thus, missing data are 

likely to be systematic and may be a threat to the validity of a study. 

A related issue involves the possibility that subjects are not completing momentary recordings 

according to the protocol but are completing the recordings at a later time. An extreme example of this 

problem occurs when an entire day’s reports are hoarded and backfilled. Also, even in this case, 

subjects may report that they have completed the diaries according to the protocol schedule. There is 

no way for researchers to know for sure when the recordings were actually made. A study [98] has 

confirmed these concerns about compliance with paper-and-pencil diaries. Using a specially 
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instrumented paper diary binder that enabled to the researches covertly monitor when diary was 

opened and closed, it was possible to document when diary entries were actually made and compare 

this with the time and date subjects entered in the written diaries. Across a 3-week reporting period, 

reported compliance was 90%. However, only 11% of entries were actually compliant based on the 

diary binder being open and having a completed diary entry for the corresponding time. Moreover, 

there was evidence of frequent hoarding of diaries across days. This result suggests that poor 

compliance is a major issue in research using paper-and-pencil diaries. 

A solution to accurate recording of compliance is to use an electronic diary (ED) which enables 

data records to be stamped with time information in a manner that is not accessible to subjects. This 

function is available in a number of different EMA devices as described above (see Table 1-1). 

Although many EMA studies using ED report compliance rates ranging from 75%− 90% [99], the ED 

is not an unconditional solution for achieving a high level of compliance, given that in some studies 

compliance rates have been as low as 50% [100]. It is necessary to train subjects on how to use the 

ED, and use a combination of well-structured protocols and questionnaires, feedback, incentives to 

participate, and other procedures [7]. 

For event-based assessment, there is an important limitation in which subjects’ compliance with 

event recording is crucial to the validity of the data but often difficult to confirm. A study using 

carbon monoxide (CO) as a biochemical marker roughly confirmed that subjects are adequately 

compliant with ED records of cigarettes [101]. In addition, medication compliance is validated using 

objective measures of instrumented pill bottles [35]. Although only few studies on this issue exist so 

far, technological developments may improve compliance in some types of events. Researchers 

should carefully consider how a low level of compliance may affect the data. 
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Reactivity 

Reactivity is defined as the possibility of behavior or experiences being affected by the research 

method itself. The EMA approach could be regarded as particularly vulnerable to reactivity because it 

involves repeated assessments. The course of subjects’ daily lives may be interrupted by recording 

throughout the day, and this might cause distress that could bias the data. However, several studies 

have found little or no evidence of reactivity to EMA [100,102,103]. A well-designed study [104] also 

found no difference in trends over time with regard to pain and no systematic effect on intensity of 

pain, despite an increase in the number of scheduled assessments (i.e., 3, 6, or 12 times daily). 

However, other studies have shown that reactivity emerges when subjects are trying to change 

the target behavior (e.g., undesirable target such as substance use) and when researchers ask subjects 

to record antecedents of specific events (e.g., recording a meal before eating it) [13]. If subjects are 

motivated to change their behavior and have a chance to reconsider the target event before recording it, 

reactivity could be enhanced. This suggests that EMA researchers need to be aware of reactivity under 

such conditions, although there is little evidence to date indicating strong reactivity effects. 
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1.4. Analysis of EMA data 

EMA data usually have a hierarchical structure consisting of a large number of observations for each 

subject, with the number and timing of observations often varying between subjects. In addition, EMA 

data almost always have missing data, which cannot be analyzed using traditional techniques such as 

repeated measures analysis of variance (RM-ANOVA), because subjects cannot easily complete 

whole EMA recordings according to the protocol schedule. However, such data can be handled by the 

multilevel modeling approach [105,106], which is an extension of traditional regression models and 

has been recommended for the analysis of data with a hierarchical structure, including EMA data 

[107]. 

 

1.4.1. Multilevel modeling 

Multilevel modeling can handle unbalanced data in which the number of the EMA recordings vary 

between individuals. In multilevel modeling, these within- and between-individual effects can be 

handled together in the same model by incorporating random effects into model coefficients, i.e., 

allowing the coefficients to vary across individuals. Although the multilevel model can be expressed 

as a single equation, it is easier to understand if it is initially presented as a set of equations that are 

separated within- and between-individual levels. In EMA analysis, the within-individual level (level 

1) units are observations and the between-individual level (level 2) units are subjects. 

 

Simplest multilevel model 

The simplest multilevel model is the so-called null model. In this model, there is a dependent variable 

with no predictor, including within- and between-individual effects. 

Level 1 equation (within-individual level): 
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0i j i i jY π ε 
     

(1) 

Level 2 equation (between-individual level): 

0 00 0i iπ γ ζ       (2) 

Combined model: 

00 0i j i i jY γ ζ ε       (3) 

where Yij indicates the dependent variable at the jth observation for the ith subject; π0i is the subject i’s 

intercept; γ00 is the average intercept across all subjects; and the random terms ζ0i and εij are the 

between- and within-individual residuals. The random term ζ0i in (2) is included to account for that 

portion of the individual differences in the intercept π0i, indicating that the intercept can vary across 

individuals. 

 

Multilevel model with predictors 

The null model above can be expanded by adding predictors into the level 1 equation (1). Hence, the 

specification of this model is as follows: 

Level 1 equation (within-individual level): 

0
n

ij i ki ij i jk 1
Y π π X ε


        (4) 

Level 2 equations (between-individual level): 

0 00 0i iπ γ ζ       (5) 

0ki k kiπ γ ζ   (k = 1, ..., n)    (6) 

Combined model: 

00 0 0
n n

ij k ij i ki ij ijk 1 k 1
Y γ γ X ζ ζ X ε

 
          (7) 

where Xij is the predictor corresponding to the jth observations for the ith subject; π0i and πki are the 

subject i’s intercept and coefficient (i.e., slope) of the predictor, respectively; γ00 is the average 
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intercept across all subjects; γk0 is the average slope across all subjects; the random terms ζ0i and ζki 

are the between-individual residuals; and εij is the within-individual residual. Multilevel models can 

consist of a linear combination of a subset of predictors Xij in the above equations with the total 

number of n and their interactions. In addition, whether each predictor can vary across individuals can 

be determined by adding the random terms ζ0i and ζki in (5) and (6), respectively. 

 

Multilevel model with a categorical variable 

To examine the differences across between-individual-level variables (e.g., gender, occupation) in the 

relationship between the dependent variable and predictors, a categorical variable is added into the 

intercept and slopes. 

Level 1 equation (within-individual level): 

0
n

ij i ki ij i jk 1
Y π π X ε


        (8) 

Level 2 equations (between-individual level): 

0 00 01 0i i iπ γ γ Z ζ        (9) 

0 1ki k k i kiπ γ γ Z ζ    (k = 1, ..., n)   (10) 

Combined model: 

00 01 0 1 0
n n n

ij i k ij k i ij i ki ij ijk 1 k 1 k 1
Y γ γ Z γ X γ Z X ζ ζ X ε

  
            (11) 

where Zi is a dummy variable representing items of the categorical variable (e.g., male or female for 

gender) which the ith subject is assigned to, taking the value 0 for the referent and 1 for the other(s). 

γ01 and γk1 are determined by the categorical variable. Note that none of the between-individual-level 

variables are included in the level 1 equation because they are constant (have no variance) across the 

within-individual-level observations of the ith individual. If a categorical variable (e.g., subjects’ 

activity, location and companion at each EMA observation) varies at the within-individual level, the 
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categorical variable is added to the right-hand side of (8). 

 

1.4.2. Model selection 

When selecting models in general statistics, if the fit of the simpler model to the data is worse than the 

fit of the more complex model incorporating predictors, the simpler model is rejected as inadequately 

representing the variation in the data. The goodness of fit of the models is compared by using two 

types of tests depending on the structure of the multilevel models. When comparing models with 

nested or inclusive relations, where all predictors used in one model were a subset of the predictors 

used in another model, the deviance statistic is tested [105]. This approach tests the difference in the 

−2 log-likelihood on the basis of the chi-square test with degrees of freedom equal to the difference in 

the number of model parameters to be estimated. If there is no significant difference in the −2 

log-likelihood of two models, the simper model will typically be preferred on the basis of the 

principle of parsimony. For the non-nested models, we use a statistical test based on the Akaike 

information criteria (AIC). 

In addition, when we evaluate the goodness of fit for the multilevel models, we should consider 

the inclusion of a random effect into the model parameters [i.e., intercept and slope(s)] [105]. Whether 

the model is significantly improved by adding a random effect on the parameters is also tested with 

the deviance statistic. 
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1.5. Research questions and aims of thesis 

Evaluation of the subjective symptoms of disease is the basis of its diagnoses and treatment, 

especially in cases of psychiatric and psychosomatic diseases. However, much of our evaluation of 

individuals’ symptoms, including mood states, fatigue, and other emotional experiences, is based on 

single assessments using retrospective self-reports. Researchers and clinicians have indicated that 

retrospective self-reports are often inaccurate because recall of the past with retrospective self-reports 

is affected by processes more complex than natural forgetting [2,4]. Also, researchers and clinicians 

currently seek data with temporal variations to identify dynamic correlations among variables (e.g., 

psychological and physiological states) over time depending on the research or clinical purposes. 

Thus, new recording strategies such as EMA focus on self-reports of momentary experience, aiming 

to collect temporal variations in the momentary experience without recall bias. 

As EMA is used in a wide range of research fields, including clinical settings, for capturing 

subjective symptoms, many studies to examine the utility of EMA have been conducted. These can be 

divided into two main categories: 1) studies that have attempted to demonstrate that EMA can 

minimize recall bias by comparing momentary symptoms with reconstructed symptoms, and 2) 

studies that have examined which factors are reflected in EMA recordings by investigating the 

associations between momentary symptoms and external objective criteria (e.g., physiological states). 

However, these studies have suffered from certain problems, which this thesis addresses, as explained 

below. 

With regard to the first category, after EMA was first proposed, many studies demonstrated the 

strength of EMA in terms of the minimization of recall biases by comparing momentary (i.e., EMA) 

and retrospective self-reports [108,109,110]. However, systematic research has not rigorously 

conducted how the temporal variations in momentary symptoms compare to those in reconstructed 
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ones because the comparison of momentary and retrospective symptoms was made with their 

averaged observations across certain monitoring periods. Therefore, in part 2 of this thesis, I examine 

the differences and correlations between momentary symptoms (i.e., fatigue and mood states) 

recorded using EMA and those reconstructed using simultaneous DRM in healthy adults on a 

within-individual basis. 

With regard to the second category, with the recent development of devices and techniques for 

real-time monitoring of externally objective processes, many studies have started to examine the 

utility of EMA for capturing subjective symptoms by comparing the within-individual temporal 

variations in momentary symptoms compared with simultaneously measured external criteria 

[28,29,30,31,34,88,91,111]. Although these studies focus on which external criteria are associated 

with momentary symptoms, the external criteria (e.g., blood pressure and salivary cortisol) were 

usually collected in a discontinuous and obstructive fashion and the possibility cannot be entirely 

excluded that the collection of the criteria themselves affected momentary symptoms. Therefore, in 

part 3 of this thesis, I first examine the variations in momentary symptoms by validating the 

associations among the self-reported symptoms measured simultaneously and then investigate 

psycho-behavioral correlations between the symptoms (especially, depressive mood) and spontaneous 

physical activity (i.e., locomotor activity) as the external objective criteria obtained continuously and 

un-obstructively in healthy humans. 

In part 4, I focus on whether the same psycho-behavioral correlations are found also in patients 

with psychiatric disorders because showing such correlations in the patients is considered crucial in 

validating the real-time assessment for psychiatric disorders. In this part, therefore, I extend the study 

in part 3 and investigate psychobehavioral correlates, particularly the statistical associations between 

momentary depressive mood and behavioral dynamics measured objectively, in patients with major 
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depressive disorder (MDD). 

The overall purpose of this thesis is to examine the utility of EMA as a method for capturing 

momentary symptoms in natural settings. This can give us basic insights into the understanding of 

self-reported symptoms and more effective strategies for collecting valid information to address 

important scientific questions related to them. It is my hope that this thesis will be a first step toward 

encouraging such insights and accelerating progress in diagnosis, treatment, prevention, and early 

detection of psychiatric disorders. 

The studies in this thesis are based on the published and submitted papers listed below: 

1. Kim J, Kikuchi H, Yamamoto Y (2013) Systematic comparison between ecological 

momentary assessment and day reconstruction method for fatigue and mood states in healthy 

adults. Br J Health Psychol 18: 155-167. (Basis of part 2) 

2. Kim J, Nakamura T, Kikuchi H, Sasaki T, Yamamoto Y (2013) Co-variation of depressive 

mood and locomotor dynamics evaluated by ecological momentary assessment in healthy 

humans. PLoS ONE 8: e74979. (Basis of part 3) 

3. Kim J, Nakamura T, Kikuchi H, Yoshiuchi K, Sasaki T, Yamamoto Y (in revision) Continuous 

estimation of depressive mood from spontaneous physical activity in major depressive disorder. 

(Basis of part 4) 
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PART 2: MOMENTARY VERSUS RECONTRUCTED FATIGUE AND 

MOOD 

 

2.1. Introduction 

Self-report is the most common and potentially the best way to measure a person's subjective 

symptoms [1]. At the same time, it is also true that self-reports of behaviors and affect are strongly 

influenced by features of the study instrument, including study protocol, questionnaire format, and 

context. Many studies by psychologists and survey methodologists have been devoted to 

understanding the nature of self-reports and to improving the quality of data collection without 

methodological biases [112]. In this study, I discuss how two different assessment techniques – 

ecological momentary assessment (EMA) and the day reconstruction method (DRM), both of which 

were mainly designed to reduce the influence of recall bias [113,114,115,116] – record physical 

symptoms and mood states in healthy adults. 

EMA is a method to acquire self-reported information at the moment. Its recording of 

instantaneous states of feeling allows the researcher to bypass problems of recall bias [2,3]. A 

paper-and-pencil diary was initially used for EMA, but it has been reported that the diary has the 

disadvantage of delayed data entry or even forward entry of data (i.e., “faked compliance”) [98]. 

Computerized EMA using computers as an electronic diary (ED) has been developed to avoid faked 

compliance by registering input time to the device automatically. Symptom diaries derived from 

computerized EMA are generally regarded as the “gold standard”, but EMA data based on sparse 

sampling may not provide contiguous data in spite of high levels of respondent load [9,11,117]. To 

overcome this issue, DRM was more recently proposed as an alternative method. In DRM, subjects 

first recall and record a sequence of behavioral episodes including situational information (e.g., 
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activity, location, and companion) they have experienced throughout the day, and then record their 

emotional experiences (e.g., happiness, tiredness, etc.) in all the behavioral episodes they have first 

recorded [9,11,118]. DRM can be measured at some later time (e.g., on the next day) and therefore not 

only imposes less respondent load but also does not disrupt daily activities. DRM may also be a more 

useful method when EMA is difficult to conduct due to, for example, dangerous or busy 

circumstances of work. 

While both the EMA and DRM aim at overcoming the recall bias in self-reports of symptoms, so 

far a full systematic comparison of these methods has not been conducted. In earlier studies 

simultaneously performing EMA and DRM, the comparison of the results was not made with the 

same subjects or for the same study period [9,11]. In a recent study on the correspondence between 

EMA and DRM of the same subjects and for the same study period [119], EMA was performed using 

a paper-and-pencil diary and the time information of EMA recordings was not obtained objectively. In 

addition, changes over time of the observations by EMA and DRM could not be rigorously examined 

because the comparison was made with the averaged observations across certain monitoring periods 

(e.g., every few hours). Therefore, the purpose of this study was to investigate the correlations and 

differences on a within-individual basis between momentary assessments recorded with computerized 

EMA and reconstructed assessments recorded with DRM in the same subjects and for the same study 

period. 

By systematically comparing EMA and DRM recordings at each observation, I was able to 

investigate the correspondence of time information and how well changes over time of reconstructed 

fatigue and mood states corresponded to momentary fatigue and mood states measured not only by the 

standard time-based EMA but also by a modified assessment, behavioral “episode-based EMA”. I also 

investigated whether reconstructed symptoms were systematically biased by certain situational 
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information which was originally intended for use as a help in reconstructing symptoms in DRM. 
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2.2. Method 

2.2.1. Subjects 

The subjects were recruited from the Department of Physical and Health Education at the University 

of Tokyo. All the subjects who participated in this study were given a full explanation of the purposes 

and potential risks of the study by well-trained researchers. Thirty-five healthy undergraduates applied 

to participate, and were all enrolled. All the subjects signed an institutionally approved informed 

consent form to participation. 

 

2.2.2. Materials and procedure 

Momentary fatigue and mood states: ecological momentary assessment 

To record momentary fatigue and mood states, a watch-type computer (Ruputer, ECOLOG, 42 g; 

Seiko Instruments Inc., Tokyo, Japan) [94] was used as an ED. The computer was equipped with a 

screen measuring 20 × 30 mm and a joystick and buttons as input devices (Figure 2-1A). The subjects 

were fully instructed how to use the device and given manuals before the beginning of the study 

period. They also practiced manipulating the device until they became accustomed to its use. 

The subjects wore the watch-type computer and recorded EMA questionnaires for three days 

scheduled by two assessment conditions: time-based EMA and episode-based EMA. For the 

time-based EMA, the subjects were prompted to record the EMA questionnaires for two days, every 

two hours with a beep as a signal. The signals were programmed to occur randomly within intervals of 

plus or minus 12 min, in order to minimize anticipatory effects. If the subjects did not enter a 

recording when the computer beeped, they were allowed twice to postpone input for 10 min. 

Recordings not made within 20 min were cancelled. The subjects were also asked to record the EMA 

questionnaires when they woke up and went to bed by choosing “waking up” or “going to bed” from 
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the menu. After selecting the “going to bed” setting, the computers suspended the time-based 

recordings until the “waking up” setting was selected, to avoid disturbance of sleep. 

Time-based EMA is generally used for EMA recording, however it may not assess the same point 

in time as DRM assesses. While subjects in the DRM assessment are asked to rate their situational 

information and any symptoms within the time span of each behavioral episode, time-based EMA 

evaluates them only at the prompted moment. Therefore, in the present study I also used a modified 

 

Figure 2-1. Example of a subject’s fatigue intensity assessed by day reconstruction method (DRM) 

and ecological momentary assessment (EMA) for a day. Square in (A) indicates fatigue intensity 

recorded with time-based EMA at that moment approximately every two hours, and dashed line in (B) 

shows fatigue intensity recorded with episode-based EMA during one episode which had just finished 

(the time at the right end of the line) when switching from one episode to another. Solid line in (A) and 

(B) is for fatigue intensity recorded with DRM afterward according to series of behavioral episodes 

about the same days as when EMA was performed. The inset in the lower left of (A) represents the 

watch-type computer equipped with EMA software. Situational information was also recorded at each 

assessment (e.g., a: “studying”, b: “part-time job”, and c: “going to bed”). 
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EMA technique, episode-based EMA, in order to compare EMA with DRM within a comparable 

temporal framework. The subjects recorded fatigue and mood states with episode-based EMA in each 

behavioral episode (a time span with a specific behavior, e.g., studying with friends at school) for one 

day. The episode-based assessments were carried out by the subjects without a beep when one episode 

had occurred and just before the following episode. For example, the episode-based assessment was 

conducted when a subject had finished breakfast with his/her family and just before he/she left home 

for school. The target of evaluation at this time was a behavioral episode, “having breakfast with 

his/her family at home”. Indications of the end of an episode might be going to a different location, 

ending one activity and starting another, or a change in the people they are interacting with. The 

episodes the subjects are instructed to identify usually last between 15 min and two hours. 

Episode-based EMA is a similar concept to event-contingent EMA [2], but the subjects in 

episode-based EMA are asked to rate as many episodes as possible to cover almost the whole day as a 

continuous series of episodes, and the evaluated time span of each recording is from the start to the 

end of the most recent episode. 

To eliminate individual subject differences when comparing the two EMA designs, the subjects 

were randomly assigned to one of the two EMA conditions and then crossed over to the other EMA 

condition. They were also apportioned evenly between weekdays and weekends. The first day of the 

week of the experiment was varied across subjects. After the time-based or episode-based assessments, 

the subjects visited my lab again to change the program of the watch-type computer from time-based 

to episode-based assessment, or vice versa. All the subjects performed a combination of both EMA 

assessments within a week. 

 

Reconstructed fatigue and mood states: day reconstruction method 
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I used a recently proposed method, the DRM, in order to record reconstructed fatigue and mood states. 

The subjects filled out DRM questionnaires [9] about the days when EMA was conducted, once a day 

for three days. Regarding the day when episode-based EMA was conducted, the subjects were asked 

to complete the DRM questionnaires before going to sleep either on that day or the next day, and they 

were randomly assigned to the days. Regarding the days when time-based EMA was conducted, for 

the first day of time-based EMA they were asked to complete DRM questionnaires before going to 

sleep that day, and for the second day of time-based EMA, before going to sleep the next day. In this 

study, the DRM data were collapsed across the days on which the recordings were made because there 

were no systematic differences in the associations between DRM and EMA in the two reporting 

periods. The differences in the associations between DRM and EMA were investigated as ad hoc 

analyses by using the slopes of the multilevel models in which DRM was regressed on EMA. I could 

not find significant differences in the slopes between the two DRM conditions, except for depression 

as rated by DRM and by time-based EMA (p = 0.040), for which there were still significant 

associations between DRM and EMA for both DRM conditions (on that day, p < 0.001; the next day, 

p < 0.001). 

 

2.2.3. Measurements 

Both the EMA and DRM questionnaires consisted of items relating to behavior, and the intensity of 

fatigue and mood states. Subjects used questions on pull-down menus to select their behavior at each 

EMA recording, for example, what they were doing (i.e., activity), where they were (i.e., location), 

and who was interacting with them (i.e., companion). The categories of activity were “housework”, 

“eating”, “napping”, “entertainments”, “studying”, “exercising”, “relaxing”, “part-time job”, 

“shopping”, “commuting”, “taking a shower/bath”, and “other”. The categories of location consisted 
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of “home”, “school”, “transportation”, and “other” and those of companion were “alone”, “family”, 

“friends”, “significant other”, “colleague”, and “other”. The intensity of fatigue and mood states was 

assessed either at that time (time-based EMA) or in an episode (episode-based EMA). The time 

information of EMA recordings were automatically registered in the ED. In DRM recordings, the 

subjects were asked to recall a short diary of their day as a continuous series of behavioral episodes in 

the order in which they have experienced from waking up to going to bed by recording the situation 

information (i.e., activity, location, and companion), using the same categories as EMA recording, and 

the starting and ending time. They were not asked to recall the EMA recordings that they had made, 

but rather a sequence of behavioral episodes throughout the day. The intensity of fatigue and mood 

states were subsequently recalled in all the behavioral episodes they have first recorded. The intensity 

of fatigue in both EMA and DRM was assessed by simply asking the subjects to indicate this using a 

single question with the adjective “fatigued”. Mood states in both EMA and DRM were rated using 

the “Depression and Anxiety Mood Scale (DAMS)” [120], which was developed to measure anxious 

and depressive moods as separately as possible. The DAMS comprises nine adjectives representing 

mood states: “vigorous”, “gloomy”, “concerned”, “happy”, “unpleasant”, “anxious”, “cheerful”, 

“depressed”, and “worried”. From these items, anxious mood (sum of “concerned”, “anxious”, and 

“worried” scores), positive mood (sum of “vigorous”, “happy”, and “cheerful” scores), and negative 

mood (sum of “gloomy”, “unpleasant”, and “depressed” scores) were assessed. The depressive mood 

scores were obtained by combining the last two mood scores [(300 − positive mood) + negative 

mood]. These mood scores were rescaled in the range 0–100. 

In both time-based and episode-based EMA assessments, symptoms (fatigue intensity and the 

DAMS items) were rated using a visual analog scale from 0 to 100 displayed on the screen of the ED. 

Each of the momentary symptoms was displayed one item at a time with the visual analog scale, and 
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the anchor words “none” and “most intense” were displayed at the respective ends of the scale. By 

manipulating the joystick of the ED, the subjects adjusted the length of the bar so that it corresponded 

to their subjective symptoms. Due to the limitation of display resolution, the 0−100 scale for the 

intensity of subjective symptoms increased at 5-point intervals. Reconstructed fatigue intensity and 

mood states in DRM assessments were recorded for each behavioral episode using a 100 mm visual 

analog scale anchored with the words “none” at the left end and “most intense” at the right end. An 

example of a subject’s fatigue intensity assessed by the two measurements is shown in Figure 2-1. 

 

2.2.4. Data analysis 

To investigate the correlations and differences between momentary and reconstructed assessments, 

EMA and DRM recordings were paired for each episode. Time-based EMA recordings were paired 

with DRM recordings if 

a. First, the subjects’ behavior (e.g., activity, location, and companion) recorded by time-based 

EMA corresponded to that recorded by DRM. 

b. Second, a time-based EMA recording point was within plus/minus 100% of the interval 

between the starting and ending times of a DRM recording. 

For example, if a subject recorded by DRM having had lunch with his/her friend at school from 

12:30 to 13:00, and if the same assessment by time-based EMA was registered between 12:00 and 

13:30 (plus/minus 100% of the interval), then the two assessments recorded with DRM and 

time-based EMA were matched as one set of paired assessments. Episode-based EMA recordings 

were paired with DRM recordings for each episode if 

a. First, the subjects’ behavior (e.g., activity, location, and companion) recorded by 

episode-based EMA corresponded to that recorded by DRM. 
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b. Second, the duration of an episode-based EMA recording overlapped with plus/minus 100% 

duration of a DRM recording. 

Plus/minus 100% of the interval (duration) was chosen, from 25 to 200%, as the shortest 

allowance length to maximize the number of matched assessments. 

 

2.2.5. Statistical analysis 

The data set in the present study has a hierarchical structure, in which EMA and DRM recordings are 

nested within subjects. I therefore used multilevel modeling, which has been recommended for the 

analysis of data with a hierarchical structure [107], in order to investigate within-individual 

correspondence between EMA and DRM, using SAS Proc Mixed (SAS 9.1, SAS Institute Inc., Cary, 

NC). A p value less than 0.05 was considered significant. 

 

Differences of time information between reconstructed recordings and momentary recordings 

To investigate the differences of time information of two measurements, I first subtracted every 

starting time, ending time and time span of episode-based EMA recordings from matched DRM ones 

and then tested whether the differences are equal to zero or not using multilevel models with the 

differences as the dependent variable and with no predictor. 

 

Correlations and differences between reconstructed recordings and momentary recordings 

To test the correlations and differences between DRM and EMA, I used 2-level mixed MANOVA 

models, with DRM and EMA values as the dependent variables and type of assessment (i.e., DRM or 

EMA) as the predictor. The following four models were estimated for each symptom: model 1, which 

allows for unequal means and within-individual variability of DRM and EMA; model 2, which allows 
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for unequal within-individual variability but forces means to be equal; model 3, which allows for 

unequal means but forces within-individual variability to be equal; model 4, which forces both means 

and within-individual variability to be equal between DRM and EMA. Correlation coefficients were 

estimated and tested using model 1. Equality of means and within-individual variability of DRM and 

EMA were tested by comparing goodness of fit statistics of models 1−4. The change in −2 

log-likelihood between the two nested models was tested using a chi-square test with degrees of 

freedom equal to the difference in the number of parameters. Equality of means was also tested by 

using estimates from model 1. 

 

Effect of situational information on differences between reconstructed recordings and momentary 

recordings 

To test whether or not reconstructed symptoms are systematically biased by certain situational 

information, I used multilevel models with the differences obtained by the subtraction of EMA 

recordings from matched DRM recordings as the dependent variable and situational information as 

the predictor either as a fixed or random effect and tested whether the effects of situational 

information on the differences are significant or not. The goodness of fit of the models was compared 

by calculating the difference in the −2 log-likelihood and testing it with a chi-square test with degrees 

of freedom equal to the difference in the number of parameters. A model with as few parameters as 

possible (i.e., a parsimonious model) was selected when the difference in −2 log-likelihood was not 

significant. I collected situational information about the subjects’ activity, location, and companion for 

each episode, as described earlier. This information was converted to dichotomous variables 

(active/inactive behavior, outside home/at home, and alone/with someone). Activities were divided 

into active/inactive behavior according to whether the specific episode was sedentary behavior, 
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characterized by being in a sitting position without taking much exercise, or not [121]. 
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2.3. Results 

2.3.1. Subject characteristics 

Thirty-five subjects were enrolled. Ten were excluded from further analyses because they could not 

complete their recordings due to a faulty recording device. Finally, 25 subjects (23 males and 2 

females) were analyzed. The mean and standard deviation of age were 21.9 ± 2.4 years. 

 

2.3.2. Recording profiles 

The average compliance rate for time-based EMA was 90.97% (SD = 8.34), and the average number 

of recordings was 8.82 (SD = 1.64) per day. The average number of episodes per day recorded with 

episode-based EMA was 10.12 (SD = 4.94), and the average length of episodes was 83.72 min (SD = 

126.58, median = 54, lower and upper quartile range = 17−106). The average number of episodes per 

day recorded by DRM when time-based EMA was conducted was 12.04 (SD = 3.52), and the mean 

episode length was 76.10 min (SD = 77.73, median = 60, lower and upper quartile range = 30−100). 

The average number of episodes per day recorded with DRM when episode-based EMA was 

conducted was 12.12 (SD = 3.97), and the mean episode length was 71.02 min (SD = 79.85, median = 

45, lower and upper quartile range = 30−90). The number of DRM recordings in this study was 

similar to that in the previous study which presented DRM for the first time [the average number of 

episodes per day was 14.1 (SD = 4.8)] [9]. 

 

2.3.3. Matching profiles of reconstructed recordings and momentary recordings 

Reconstructed behavioral episodes were matched with momentarily recorded behavioral episodes on 

the basis of subject's situational and time information for each episode. When the episode was 

matched on the basis of plus/minus 100% of the time information, 67.65 ± 14.89% of time-based 
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EMA recordings were detected in DRM recordings and 72.37 ± 21.59% of episode-based EMA 

recordings were found in DRM recordings. There was no statistically significant difference between 

these percentages, t(24) = 0.97, p = 0.34, suggesting that the behavioral episodes were remembered 

equally with DRM in both EMA conditions. Otherwise, when I used the time information strictly (i.e., 

based on plus/minus 0% of the time information) for matching, 45.61 ± 15.62% of time-based EMA 

recordings were detected in DRM recordings and 50.79 ± 25.04% of episode-based EMA recordings 

were found in DRM recordings. The number of matched episodes was significantly reduced when I 

changed the criteria for information about time from plus/minus 100% to a strict correspondence. 

 

2.3.4. Differences of time information between reconstructed recordings and momentary 

recordings 

I found that the starting and ending times of behavioral episodes recorded with DRM were 

significantly behind those of episode-based EMA (Table 2-1). The time span of episodes recorded 

with DRM was significantly shorter than that of episode-based EMA (Table 2-1). 

 

Table 2-1. Differences in time information between reconstructed recordings (DRM) and momentary 

recordings (episode-based EMA) 

  Differences between reconstructed DRM and episode-based EMA 

 Coefficient(SE) t value p value 

Starting time (min) 27.97(7.96) t24 = 3.51 0.002 

Ending time (min) 14.62(5.51) t24 = 2.65 0.014 

Time span (min) –15.53(7.46) t24 = –2.08 0.048 

DRM: day reconstruction method. EMA: ecological momentary assessment. SE: standard errors. 
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Table 2-2. Correlations between reconstructed recordings (DRM) and momentary recordings 

(EMA) 

 
Correlations between DRM and 

time-based EMA 
 

Correlations between DRM and 

episode-based EMA 

 Coefficient p value  Coefficient p value 

Fatigue 0.31 < 0.001  0.46 < 0.001 

Depression 0.52 < 0.001  0.41 < 0.001 

Anxiety 0.31 < 0.001  0.42 < 0.001 

DRM: day reconstruction method. EMA: ecological momentary assessment. 

 

 

 

 

Table 2-3. Differences in mean levels and within-individual variability between reconstructed 

recordings (DRM) and momentary recordings (EMA) 

a) Differences between DRM and time-based EMA 

 Estimated mean(SE)   Estimated variability(SE)  

 DRM EMA p value
a
  DRM EMA p value

b
 

Fatigue 46.34(4.06) 47.58(3.44) 0.549  344.94(29.74) 345.23(29.81)  0.994 

Depression 41.20(2.14) 40.92(2.09) 0.814  139.91(12.08) 139.84(12.08) 0.996 

Anxiety 27.95(3.68) 30.29(3.52) 0.206  183.55(15.86)  147.79(12.78)  0.063 

b) Differences between DRM and episode-based EMA 

 Estimated mean(SE)   Estimated variability(SE)  

 DRM EMA p value
a
  DRM EMA p value

b
 

Fatigue 44.92(3.86) 46.20(3.18) 0.499  413.50(46.90)   334.59(37.71)  0.136 

Depression 42.82(2.30) 40.54(2.32) 0.171  153.43(17.50)  126.79(14.52) 0.194 

Anxiety 30.95(4.70) 31.41(3.55) 0.829  262.48(29.70)  200.32(22.76)  0.063 

DRM: day reconstruction method. EMA: ecological momentary assessment. SE: standard errors. 
a
p value 

for the mean difference. 
b
p value for the change in −2 log-likelihood between the model that allows for 

unequal means and within-individual variability of DRM and EMA and the model that allows for unequal 

means but forces within-individual variability to be equal, reflecting the significance of within-individual 

variability difference. 
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2.3.5. Correlations and differences between reconstructed recordings and momentary 

recordings 

There were significant correlations between reconstructed fatigue and momentary fatigue recorded 

with both time-based and episode-based EMA (Table 2-2). Significant correlations were also found 

between reconstructed and momentary mood states recorded with both time-based and episode-based 

EMA (Table 2-2). However, the levels of correlation between DRM and EMA recordings were low 

(Table 2-2). 

The differences in the mean levels and within-individual variability between DRM and EMA 

recordings were not significantly different for either fatigue or mood states (Table 2-3). Equality of 

means was tested by using estimates from model 1 and there were no significant differences for all 

symptoms (Table 2-3).  

 

2.3.6. Effect of situational information on differences between reconstructed recordings and 

momentary recordings 

The multilevel model with situational information as a fixed effect was adopted on the basis of fit 

Table 2-4. Effects of situational information on difference between reconstructed depression (DRM) 

and momentary depression (time-based EMA) 

 
Difference between reconstructed depression and 

momentary depression 

 Coefficient(SE) F value p value 

Intercept −2.44(2.03)     

Effect of situational information (activity)    

Active Referent   –  

Inactive 4.29(1.87) F1,20 = 5.26  0.033 

DRM: day reconstruction method. EMA: ecological momentary assessment. SE: standard errors. 
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statistics. There was a significant effect of activity (i.e., whether subjects’ behavior was active or 

inactive; Table 2-4) on the differences between reconstructed and momentary (time-based EMA) 

depression. Reconstructed depression tended to be overstated compared to momentary depression 

when the subjects remembered their behavior was inactive. Neither the location (i.e., whether subjects 

were outside the home or at home) nor the companion (i.e., whether subjects were interacting with 

anyone or not) had any significant effect on depression recorded by time-based EMA. The effects of 

all the situational information on the differences between reconstructed and momentary (time-based 

EMA) fatigue and anxiety were not significant. There was no significant effect of situational 

information on the differences between reconstructed recordings and momentary recordings by 

episode-based EMA.  
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2.4. Discussion 

In this study, correlations and differences in the mean and variability between DRM and EMA were 

systematically compared in the same subjects and for the same study period. In the previous studies 

[9,11,119], the comparisons of two measurements were examined based on averaged observations 

aggregated across a certain monitoring period because the observations rated with only time 

information could not be matched to each other at every single assessment. By acquiring simultaneous 

situation and time information for every episode, the two assessments could be paired at each 

observation and the details of changes over time in fatigue and mood states were investigated in this 

study. 

The average number of recalled behavioral episodes per day recorded with DRM was not 

particularly different from that of the previous study, wherein the feasibility of DRM was shown using 

the same definition of behavioral episodes, although the total number of symptoms reconstructed by 

DRM was not exactly the same. Time information rated by DRM was significantly different from that 

by episode-based EMA and the percentage of matched episodes dropped significantly when I used 

strict time information without the plus/minus 100% allowance. These results suggest that the time 

information of episodes may not be accurately reconstructed by DRM conducted on that day or the 

next day, while we can relatively remember the situation information (e.g., activity, location, and 

companion) of episodes. DRM may not be a sufficient measurement when we search for accurate 

changes over time of fatigue and mood states related to a certain event (e.g., physiological 

information or behavioral episode). In the matching of DRM and EMA, I expected a higher matching 

rate between DRM and episode-based EMA because both of them were recorded by an episode, but 

the matching rate of DRM vs. episode-based EMA was not significantly higher than that of DRM vs. 

time-based EMA. 
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Statistical tests were made to address the correlations and the differences in the mean levels and 

within-individual variability of the two measurements. The results showed that there were significant 

correlations between DRM and EMA assessments and I could not detect statistically significant 

differences in mean and variability between DRM and EMA assessments. Nevertheless, I also found 

low levels of correlation between DRM and EMA. These results imply that we may be able to 

reconstruct the approximate intensities and overall changes of fatigue and mood states estimated over 

the entire study period on that day or on the next day, but detailed changes over time in fatigue and 

mood states cannot be remembered at the end of that day or the next day. Although DRM may be 

barely useful when researchers and clinicians would like to know the averaged levels or magnitude of 

variability of fatigue and mood states intensity over one or two days, it is not an appropriate substitute 

recording strategy to trace such detailed changes of fatigue and mood states. While there were low 

levels of correlation for fatigue and anxiety between DRM and time-based EMA, correlations 

between DRM and time-based EMA were higher for depression. Although the reason for this cannot 

be fully explained in the present study, I speculate that symptoms might be differently locked into 

specific episodes at the moment and reconstructing their intensities based on reconstructed behavioral 

episodes (i.e., by DRM) also varied across the symptoms. 

In DRM measurements, subjects first describe their activities during the entire preceding day, 

and then they are asked to recall their experiences. Some studies indicate that reconstructing the 

context of daily activities is helpful in reducing recall bias [9,11,122]. However, the present study 

shows the magnitude of depression recorded by DRM to be affected by situational information when 

compared with that of time-based EMA as a standard. One possibility we can hypothesize for this 

result is that there may be systematic biases in DRM assessment and its biases may be related to 

certain situational information. Another possibility is that the biases may exist when we reconstruct 
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symptoms irrespective of whether the reconstruction is based on certain situational information or not. 

However, I was not able to find the effect of situational information in the case of the association 

between DRM and episode-based EMA despite the fact that both methods recorded symptoms related 

to situational information. This result may support the former possibility. 

There are some limitations to this study. First, the subjects in this study were all healthy young 

people and included few females, so it is not possible to generalize the results for different 

populations or directly apply them in clinical settings. Although the within-individual variability of 

fatigue and mood states showed that they varied across the study period even in healthy adults (see 

also, e.g., Figure 2-1), changes of fatigue and mood states over time for healthy adults and the 

population in clinical settings would have different properties and this should be considered in further 

studies. Second, the correlation between momentary and reconstructed fatigue and mood states may 

be overestimated in this study, because the subjects rated their momentary experiences before making 

their retrospective ratings. However, we should note that changes over time of momentary fatigue and 

mood states could not accurately be reconstructed by DRM in spite of this advantage for recall. 

Finally, because a relatively small sample was available for analysis, this study had limited statistical 

power to detect differences between EMA and DRM, and the effect of situational information on 

reconstruction of symptoms in DRM. 

In summary, the findings show that we are not able to reconstruct our diurnal time course (i.e., 

detailed changes over time) of fatigue and mood states with DRM, while the averaged mean and 

within-individual variability of momentary fatigue and mood states during the study period may be 

accessible with DRM. Also, I found that reconstructed depression intensity can be differently 

associated when the subjects are involved in active or inactive behavior. These results give us 

information about which method to select according to the study situation. This should also be taken 
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into consideration when evaluating fatigue and mood states in clinical settings. Further studies in 

clinical populations would clarify the nature of momentary and reconstructed self-reports for fatigue 

and mood states related to diseases. 
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PART 3: CO-VARIATION OF DEPRESSIVE MOOD AND 

LOCOMOTOR DYNAMICS 

 

3.1. Introduction 

Ecological momentary assessment (EMA) is a method of acquiring self-reported information about a 

person’s subjective symptoms at the moment of recording and is used continuously in most cases to 

record instantaneous states of feeling without recall bias [2,3]. A paper-and-pencil diary was initially 

used for EMA, but it has been reported that the diary has the disadvantage of delayed data entry or 

even forward entry of data (i.e., faked compliance) [98]. Therefore, computerized EMA, which 

employs a computer as an electronic diary (ED), has been developed to avoid faked compliance; in 

this method, the input time is automatically registered in the device. Symptom diaries derived from 

computerized EMA are now generally regarded as the “gold standard” in the fields of 

psychiatric/psychosomatic medicine and has recently attracted increasing attention as an essential 

component for healthcare monitoring systems based on the information and communication 

technologies (ICTs) [86,123]. 

EMA scores for, e.g., depressive mood and fatigue, which are the key symptoms of depression 

[124] studied mainly in this study, inevitably fluctuate because of their repetitive nature. 

Characteristics of these fluctuations have been studied by examining the relationships among 

simultaneously measured self-reported symptoms [41,43,78]. Many studies have also investigated that 

the fluctuations in psychological states are associated with those in objective measures sampled 

momentarily. For example, psychological stress is reported to be concurrently associated with 

cardiovascular parameters from blood pressures [88,91,111] and salivary cortisol [28,29,30,31]. Also, 

the co-variations between pulmonary functions tested by a spirometer and positive/negative affect in 
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patients with asthma were reported [34]. In addition, some studies demonstrated that addictive 

behaviors such as smoking [47,48] and alcohol consumption [97,125] are related to the fluctuations in 

psychological states, e.g., positive/negative affect and craving. Furthermore, the associations of 

momentary psychological states with self-reported physical activity were demonstrated [45,46]. 

To my knowledge, however, whether EMA scores co-vary with other symptoms evaluated 

simultaneously and with locomotor activity (habitual physical activity) measured continuously and 

un-obstructively, which is an important hypothesis for the interpretation of fluctuations of EMA 

scores, has not been rigorously tested. Therefore, the primary aim of this study was to test this 

hypothesis for groups of healthy subjects in two ways: evaluating (null) convergent associations 

among self-reported mood and fatigue scores and concurrent associations of the self-reported scores 

with external criteria provided by objective measures of locomotor activity, as described below. 

It is considered that momentary micro-fluctuations in behavioral data, specifically those in 

locomotor activity capturing bodily acceleration counts in a continuous fashion, reflect the dynamics 

of systems organizing human behavior and can be used to probe behavioral disorders, including 

mental illnesses [21,22,23,24,25,26,27]. Indeed, altered locomotor activity is one of the cardinal signs 

of psychiatric disorders and included in their diagnostic criteria [124]. For example, major depressive 

disorders are known to be characterized by the presence of symptoms associated with behavioral 

alterations, such as diminished physical activity, loss of energy, psychomotor retardation or agitation, 

and sleep disturbances [124]. In order to quantitatively evaluate such alterations, several actigraphic 

studies have been conducted in depression patients by showing the significant decrease in activity 

levels during daytime and disruption of the circadian rhythm [21,22,23]. Furthermore, it was recently 

found robust statistical properties of long-term (>7 days) locomotor activity altered in patients with 

major depressive disorder but not in healthy controls, reflecting increased intermittent bursts in the 
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activity counts, characterized by reduced activity levels associated with occasional bursts of 

locomotor activity [126,127]. Therefore, the quantitative and objective evaluation of the levels and/or 

the intermittency of locomotor activity could provide appropriate behavioral measures capable of 

probing alterations in patients’ depressive mood and/or physical symptoms in daily life. 

While this recent finding is thought to be important because it may lead to an objective 

evaluation of depressive disorders, whether changes in depressive mood are “momentarily” associated 

with such behavioral alterations probed by statistical properties of locomotor (or habitual physical) 

activity remains unknown. Thus, the secondary aim of this study was to search for the robust 

underlying associations between momentary depressive mood using EMA and local statistical 

properties of locomotor activity in healthy humans, regardless of group differences in age, lifestyle, 

and occupation by evaluating them with cross validation among various groups of subjects. Showing 

such associations is considered to be important because locomotor activity can be measured in a truly 

continuous manner, and finding objective correlates of momentary mood scores can compensate for a 

known drawback of EMA that the data based on sparse sampling may not provide contiguous data 

despite high levels of respondent load [9,11,117]. The continuous estimation of changes in depressive 

mood from locomotor activity might also help to detect the worsening of depressive mood even in 

healthy individuals at the beginning of pathogenic processes to depressive disorders. 
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3.2. Methods 

3.2.1. Subjects 

A total of 113 healthy subjects were enrolled in this study; 35 were adolescents, 44 were 

undergraduates, and 34 were office workers. The adolescents were junior high school students in the 

secondary school attached to the Faculty of Education of the University of Tokyo. The undergraduates 

were recruited from the Department of Physical and Health Education at the University of Tokyo. 

Full-time employees at the University of Tokyo were recruited as the office worker subjects. All 

subjects were given a thorough explanation of the purposes and potential risks of the study by 

well-trained researchers; then, the subjects signed an institutionally approved informed consent form. 

A written consent was also obtained from the adolescent subjects’ parents. The study was approved by 

the research ethics committee of the Graduate School of Education, the University of Tokyo. 

Of the 113 subjects, 28 were excluded from my analysis because their data were not measured 

properly owing to faults and/or subject error encountered while using the devices. I finally obtained 

data from 85 subjects consisting of 30 adolescents [4 males (M)/26 females (F); age, 13.6 ± 0.5 years], 

31 undergraduates (25M/6F; 21.6 ± 2.3 years), and 24 office workers (24M/0F; 41.0 ± 9.2 years). 

 

3.2.2. Materials, procedures, and measurements 

Ecological momentary assessment 

In this study, I used the EMA technique to examine momentary symptoms. The approach allows 

researchers to address subjects’ behavior, psychological states, and physiological reactions at multiple 

time points as they are experienced in daily life. Collecting data in natural settings can enhance the 

validity of measurements, thus avoiding the pitfalls of retrospective recall, which highly distort 

self-report data collection [2]. In the present study, momentary symptoms were measured during the 
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study period using the EMA technique with the following procedures. 

A watch-type computer (Ruputer, ECOLOG, 42 g; Seiko Instruments Inc., Tokyo, Japan) [39] 

was used as the ED to record momentary symptoms. This device has a 20 mm × 30 mm screen and a 

joystick and buttons as input devices (Figure 2-1A). The subjects were provided all appropriate 

instructions and also given manuals on how to use the device before the beginning of the study period; 

in addition, the subjects manipulated the device as a practice exercise until they became accustomed 

to it. 

Adolescents: This group was instructed to complete the EMA questionnaires at randomly 

selected times within plus or minus 10 min of the predefined times (12:50, 16:30, and 20:00) over 

seven consecutive days. The subjects were prompted to complete the questionnaires by a beep signal. 

If they could not enter the recordings when the device beeped, they were allowed to postpone the 

recordings twice for 15 min each time. If the recordings were not performed within 30 min, the 

corresponding EMA questionnaires were canceled. 

Undergraduates: The EMA questionnaires were recorded over two consecutive days. The 

subjects were prompted by a beep signal to complete the EMA questionnaires on average every two 

hours during their waking period. The signals were programmed to occur randomly within intervals 

±12 min of the predefined times (8:00, 10:00, 12:00, ...). The subjects were allowed to postpone the 

recordings twice for 10 min each time. If the recordings were not performed within 20 min, the 

corresponding questionnaires were canceled. The first experimental day of the week was randomly 

chosen, regardless of weekdays and weekends, so that the study periods can cover all possible 

day-conditions. 

Office workers: EMA questionnaires were recorded on average every four hours during their 

waking period, over seven consecutive days. The signals were programmed to occur randomly within 
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intervals ± 24 min of the predefined times (8:00, 12:00, 16:00, ...). The subjects were allowed to 

postpone the recordings twice for 10 min each time. If the recordings were not made within 20 min, 

they were canceled. 

In addition, all subjects were asked to record the EMA questionnaires when they woke up and 

before they went to bed by choosing “waking up” or “going to bed”, from the menu. The selection of 

the latter item suspended the prompt for recordings until the former item was selected so that to the 

subjects’ sleep is not disturbed. Furthermore, they were instructed to remove the device before bathing, 

showering, or any other activity likely to damage the device. When they removed or wore the device, 

they were requested to select “taking off” or “putting on”, respectively, from the menu as well as the 

reason for removing the device. The adolescents were asked to conduct EMA recordings (i.e., 

event-based EMA [2]) in addition to the scheduled EMA (i.e., time-based EMA [2]) when they felt 

bad or had physical symptoms, such as severe fatigue, headache, or stomachache. Note that these data 

were analyzed without distinguishing between the two types of EMA because I obtained the 

consistent results whether such data points were included or not. 

The EMA questionnaires assessed fatigue and mood states. The recording times were 

automatically registered in the device. Fatigue intensity and mood states were rated using a visual 

analog scale from 0 to 100, which was displayed on the device screen. The EMA questionnaires of 

momentary symptoms were randomly ordered, and each of them was displayed one at a time using a 

visual analog scale; the anchor words “none” and “most intense” were displayed at the respective ends 

of the scale. The subjects adjusted the length of the scale by manipulating the joystick of the device so 

that it corresponded to their subjective symptoms. Owing to the limited display resolution, the 0–100 

scale for the intensity of subjective symptoms increased at 5-point intervals. Fatigue intensity was 

assessed by instructing the subjects to score their current fatigue level by presenting a single question 
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with the adjective “fatigued”. Mood states were rated using the Depression and Anxiety Mood Scale 

(DAMS) [120], which was developed to measure anxious and depressive moods as separately as 

possible. The DAMS comprises the following nine adjectives representing mood states: “vigorous”, 

“gloomy”, “concerned”, “happy”, “unpleasant”, “anxious”, “cheerful”, “depressed”, and “worried”. 

These nine items were used to calculate anxious and depressive mood scores (see 2.3.3 for details). 

 

Assessment of locomotor activity 

This watch-type device is also equipped with an activity monitor, which is analogous in performance 

to the commercial actigraph (Ambulatory Monitors Inc., Ardsley, NY, USA), widely used in clinical 

fields [21,126,127,128]. The sensor for assessing locomotor activity is a uni-axial piezo-electric 

accelerometer capable of detecting small changes in wrist acceleration (≥0.01 G/rad/s), which makes 

it possible to register even slight movements. All subjects were instructed to wear this device on the 

wrist of their respective non-dominant hand throughout the study period, except while bathing or 

performing rigorous exercises. Zero-crossing counts were accumulated for every 1-min epoch for the 

undergraduates and office workers. For adolescents, acceleration counts were accumulated for every 

10 seconds; these activity data were aggregated to make 1-min values to ensure compatibility with the 

other groups. Locomotor activity data for periods in which the subjects were not wearing the device or 

sleeping were excluded from the analysis. An example of locomotor activity data is shown in Figure 

3-1. 

 

3.2.3. Data analysis 

Local statistics of locomotor activity 

I calculated the local statistics of locomotor activity data up to the third-order moment, but used only 
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the mean and skewness because the first and third-order moments are considered to be sufficient to 

characterize the observed data. While the standard deviation (i.e., the second-order moment) is a 

standard measure characterizing variability of given data, it is not appropriate for the case where the 

data do not obey a normal distribution; the distribution of locomotor activity has nonnegative values, 

leading to a positively-skewed distribution. Indeed, the standard deviation did not play major roles in 

predicting depressive mood scores when it was included in the model [see Figure S1 in supplementary 

information (SI)]. In contrast, the skewness, as a measure of asymmetry of a distribution, is thought to 

be more appropriate to characterize the observed asymmetry. Lower or higher mean activity levels 

could quantify the states related to psychomotor retardation or agitation, respectively [21,23]. Higher 

skewness could characterize the intermittent bursts of locomotor activity [126,127,129]. 

 

 

Figure 3-1. Fluctuation of depressive mood and locomotor activity in an office worker. Filled 

circles indicate depressive mood scores (y-axis on the left side) recorded by ecological momentary 

assessment (EMA) over seven consecutive days. The locomotor activity measured simultaneously 

(zero-crossing counts within every 1 min time interval) is also shown (y-axis on the right side). The 

periods shaded in gray are times during which the subject was sleeping or had taken off the device. 
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In addition, I calculated the skewness from the detrended locomotor activity data, where a trend 

of activity data is subtracted by fitting the first-order polynomial (i.e., linear) function before 

calculation (see Text S1 and Figure S2 for the detailed procedures in SI). This detrending was aimed 

at eliminating effects of non-stationarity due to, e.g., daily activities; I examined the effects up the 

third-order polynomials without finding systematically different results (see Figure S1 in SI). Thus, I 

obtained three local statistics of locomotor activity, the mean, skewness, and (linearly) detrended 

skewness for evaluating the associations with the scores of EMA recordings. 

 

Choice of size and location of time frame 

The local statistics were calculated from the neighboring data of each EMA within a certain time 

frame with size N and location K. The value of K (min) represents the central position (location) of 

the time frame against the timing of EMA recordings, and the size N (min) indicates the data points 

used to calculate the statistics. Thus, the combination of N and K indicates the time frame starting 

from N/2 − K points (min) prior to each EMA recording and ending at N/2 + K points (min) after the 

recording. Therefore, the case where N = 60 and K = −30 indicates the time frame staring from 60 

min prior to an EMA recording to the timing of the recording. 

The choice of the size of the time frame may be important because they could have a significant 

impact on the robustness of the statistics and their temporal coincidence with the symptoms. 

Theoretically, the larger the size of the time frame, the greater is the stability and reliability of the 

estimates. However, the choice of larger time frames with less localized temporal positions may 

obscure the information on the momentary associations between locomotor activity and self-reported 

symptoms. In addition, the choice of the location plays an important role to investigate the casual 

association, whether locomotor activity precedes or follows changes in momentary symptoms. Thus, 
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careful consideration of such a trade-off is required, while the optimal choice of combination of the 

size and location is in advance unknown. Therefore, I varied the size N and location K of the time 

frame to examine their effects. 

 

3.2.4. Statistical analysis 

The data set in the present study has a hierarchical structure, in which EMA recordings were 

conducted at multiple times during the study period; thus, the recordings and the corresponding local 

statistics of locomotor activity were nested within the subjects. Therefore, I used multilevel modeling, 

which is an extension of traditional regression models and has been recommended for the analysis of 

data with a hierarchical structure including the within- and between-individual levels (e.g., individual 

differences such as age, gender and occupation) [107], using SAS Proc Mixed (SAS 9.2, SAS Institute 

Inc., Cary, NC). Multilevel modeling can also handle unbalanced data in which the number of the 

EMA recordings is different across subjects and can include both random and fixed effects together in 

the same model. A p value less than 0.05 was considered significant. For the univariate multilevel 

modeling, a false discovery rate (FDR) procedure [130] was performed at a q value of 0.05 to correct 

for the multiple comparisons. All models were estimated from the data set sampled from the three 

groups. 

 

Convergent associations among symptoms 

To evaluate the convergent associations among self-reported moods and fatigue, simultaneously 

measured by EMA, I calculated correlations among their scores using 2-level mixed MANOVA 

models with EMA scores as the dependent variables and the type of symptoms (i.e., depressive mood, 

anxious mood, and fatigue) as the predictor. Various studies demonstrate the co-variation between 
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depressive and anxious moods, suggesting the possibility to categorize them into the same class of a 

broader negative affect dimension [131,132,133]. Indeed, the validation study of DAMS confirms the 

significant positive correlation between these two mood scores [120]. Fatigue is known to have an 

extremely high comorbidity rate with depressive as well as anxious moods. For example, fatigue is a 

common complaint in depressive patients [134,135,136,137]. In chronic fatigue syndrome, the high 

rate of its comorbidity with both moods has been reported [138]. Co-variations of fatigue with these 

moods have also been reported in patients with cancer [139]. Therefore, these three symptoms would 

be expected to co-vary with each other if the subjects properly performed the EMA recordings; 

otherwise, such correlations should be absent. 

 

Concurrent associations of symptoms with local statistics of locomotor activity 

To investigate the concurrent associations between self-reported symptoms and simultaneous 

locomotor activity data, the following multilevel models were estimated. In all models, the scores of 

EMA recordings were treated as the dependent variables, and the corresponding local statistics of 

locomotor activity were modeled as the predictors. Firstly, I estimated univariate multilevel models to 

test the simple correlations between the symptoms and local statistics. In addition, I also examined the 

effects of the choice of time frame to find an optimal combination of size and location for evaluating 

the local statistics. With regard to the size of the time frame, I considered 12 different conditions: N = 

120, 110, 100, ..., 20, 10 min. I also considered 25 different locations: K = −60, −55, −50, ..., 55, 60 

min. I considered a total of 300 combinations (12 sizes × 25 locations) for each symptom and statistic. 

The FDR with the q value of 0.05 was used as the multiple comparison adjustment. 

Secondly, all possible multivariate multilevel models were evaluated by considering the three 

predictors and their interaction terms. However, the terms consisting of both skewness and detrended 
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skewness were not considered; the interaction terms I considered were: mean × skewness and mean × 

detrended skewness. Furthermore, I considered both fixed (i.e., the slope of the predictor does not 

vary across individuals) and random (i.e., the slope varies across individual) effects for all predictors. 

In this part, I focus on the results for depressive mood because I could not find a significant 

association of locomotor activity with fatigue or anxious mood. 

I adopted the following procedures to evaluate the goodness of fit of the models. If the inclusion 

of a random effect into a predictor significantly improved the residual variance of the data explained 

by the model, I considered the random effect for that term [7]. After determining the type of effect of 

all predictors for all models, I compared the goodness of fit by using two types of tests depending on 

the structure of the models. While comparing the models with nested or inclusive relations, where all 

predictors used in one model were a subset of the predictors used in another model, I tested the 

deviance statistic [105]. This approach tests the difference in the −2 log-likelihood on the basis of the 

chi-square test with degrees of freedom equal to the difference in the number of model parameters to 

be estimated. If the difference in the −2 log-likelihood was not significant, the model with fewer 

parameters was selected as the preferable one on the basis of the principle of parsimony. For the 

non-nested models, I used a statistical test based on the Akaike information criteria (AIC), in which 

the difference of AIC between models is evaluated using the z-test [140]. 

To determine the best-fitting model for describing the variations of depressive mood scores, I 

used a time frame of 60 min centered around the EMA recording (i.e., N = 60, K = 0) on the basis of 

the investigation of univariate multilevel models (see Results). After determining the best-fitting 

model, I also considered the effects of size and location by varying them. I considered 12 different 

sizes (N = 120, 110, 100, ..., 20, 10) keeping the location of the frame (K = 0). I also considered 13 

different locations (K = −30, −25, −20, ..., 25, 30) with the size set at 60 min. 
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Cross validation for association of depressive mood with local statistics of locomotor activity 

To cross validate the associations of depressive mood scores with local statistics of locomotor activity 

among the three groups, an ad hoc analysis was performed for the best-fitting model. I added a 

categorical variable representing the groups (adolescents, undergraduates, and office workers) to the 

best-fitting model in order to test whether the concurrent associations differed among categories. 
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3.3. Results 

3.3.1. Recording profiles 

The mean compliance rate, which is defined as the percentage of the number of completed recordings 

within 30 min from the first beep signal against the total number of time-based EMA during the study 

period, was 94.54% (SD = 5.96), and the mean number of recordings was 5.40 (SD = 1.58) per day for 

the adolescents [the mean number of event-based EMA recordings was 1.19 (SD = 0.88) per day for 

this group]; for the undergraduates, they were 92.03% (SD = 8.57) and 8.98 (SD = 1.43), respectively, 

and for the office workers, they were 95.40% (SD = 4.54) and 6.05 (SD = 4.49), respectively. The 

compliance rate was considerably high for all groups without significant differences (ANOVA, F2,82 = 

1.92, p = 0.153). The mean scores of the three symptoms and the three local statistics of locomotor 

activity are summarized in Table 3-1. 

Table 3-1. Statistics of self-reported symptoms and local statistics of locomotor activity 

 Mean(SD)  

 All 
Adolescents 

(G1) 

Undergraduates 

(G2) 

Office workers 

(G3) 

Multiple 

comparison 

Self-reported symptoms      

Depressive mood 39.93(10.57) 40.00(12.09) 40.31(9.62) 39.34(10.13)  

Anxious mood 31.54(19.25) 33.81(21.67) 31.40(18.09) 28.88(17.90)  

Fatigue 44.47(18.43) 45.54(19.04) 47.42(18.18) 39.33(17.65)  

Local statistics of LA      

Mean 144.44(22.31)** 152.76(17.97) 149.59(22.00) 127.38(18.72) G3 < G1, G2 

Skewness 0.04(0.27)** −0.11(0.22) 0.11(0.28) 0.14(0.22)  G1 < G2, G3 

Detrended skewness 0.06(0.23)* −0.03(0.20) 0.08(0.25) 0.14(0.21) G1 < G3 

LA: locomotor activity, SD: standard deviation. ** and * indicate significant group difference at p < 0.01 and 

p < 0.05, respectively. Note that all local statistics of LA were evaluated using a 60-min time frame centered 

around ecological momentary assessment recordings. 
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3.3.2. Convergent associations among symptoms 

Depressive mood showed significant positive correlation with fatigue (r = 0.26, p < 0.001) and 

anxious mood (r = 0.39, p < 0.001) for the data sets sampled from all groups. The correlation between 

fatigue and anxious mood was also positive and significant (r = 0.18, p < 0.001). These relations were 

consistent across groups (Table 3-2), indicating that all subjects properly performed the EMA 

recordings. The results also suggest the convergent validity of self-reported symptoms by EMA. 

 

3.3.3. Concurrent associations of depressive mood with local statistics of locomotor activity 

Univariate multilevel modeling 

The univariate multilevel analysis revealed simple correlations between the depressive mood scores 

and the local statistics (Figure 3-2). The mean and skewness as well as the detrended skewness 

showed significant correlations (FDR, q = 0.05). However, such relations depended significantly on 

the size and location of the time frame, especially for skewness (Figure 3-2). The mean levels of 

locomotor activity were negatively associated with depressive mood over a wide range of locations 

(60 min before to 55 min after) around the EMA recordings, and the associations were not 

significantly affected by the size of the time frame (data length 120–10 points; Figure 3-2A). This 

Table 3-2. Convergent associations (correlations) among self-reported mood and fatigue scores 

 
depressive vs. anxious 

mood 

depressive mood vs. 

fatigue 

anxious mood vs. 

fatigue 

All 0.39* 0.26* 0.18* 

Adolescents 0.32* 0.25* 0.17* 

Undergraduates 0.39* 0.38* 0.27* 

Office workers 0.60* 0.25* 0.19* 

* p < 0.01 
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indicates that activity levels tend to be low with a higher level of depressive mood, and this 

relationship is consistent and robust over a long period. On the other hand, skewness (also detrended 

skewness) exhibited positive correlations in a limited range centered around the EMA recordings (e.g., 

from location −15 to 55 min with size 60 points for skewness, and −25 to 60 min for detrended 

skewness; Figure 3-2B, C). This implies that depressive mood is associated with intermittent patterns 

of locomotor activity even in healthy populations, and this relationship appears instantaneously with 

the worsening of depressive mood. However, such a relationship disappeared with a small size of the 

time frame, which is partly attributed to the lack of statistical stability of skewness. Considering these 

results, I used the time frame centered around the EMA recordings with a size of 60 min while 

constructing the best-fitting model for depressive mood and examined the effects of the choice of time 

frame. For the univariate modeling, the coefficient of each predictor was fixed across the subjects 

 

 

Figure 3-2 Dependency of univariate model coefficients for depressive mood on different time 

frames. The estimated values of the univariate model coefficient for depressive mood scores are shown 

in a colored matrix form consisting of 25 rows (different locations) and 12 columns (different sizes). 

Each grid cell indicates some specific location and size of a time frame used for calculating the local 

statistics of locomotor activity. A color in each cell represents the value of the model coefficient (γ10) of 

the predictors: (A) Mean, (B) Skewness, and (C) Detrended skewness. False discovery rate with a q 

value of 0.05 was used as the multiple comparison adjustment. Only significant cases are shown by 

colors. Color bars indicate the value of the model coefficient. Note that the univariate model used for the 

analysis is as follows; Depressive mood scoreij = γ00 + γ10 (Local statistics of locomotor activityij) + ζ0i + 

εij (see Results for details). 
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because the inclusion of the random effect did not have a large effect on the results. 

 

Determination of best-fitting model 

Of all multilevel models evaluated, a model consisting of local mean and detrended skewness as the 

predictors was selected as the best-fitting model to describe the variations of depressive mood scores, 

Table 3-3. Associations of depressive mood with local statistics of locomotor activity 

 Coefficient(SE) F value p value 

All data set    

  Intercept (γ00) 45.74(2.40)  <0.001 

  Coefficient of the local mean (γ10) −0.04(0.01) F1,1386 = 9.35 0.002 

  Coefficient of the local detrended skewness (γ20) 1.40(0.69) F1,1386 = 4.18 0.041 

    

Cross validation across the three groups    

  Intercept (γ00)  F1,82 = 0.08 0.920 

    Adolescents 47.28(3.95)  <0.001 

    Undergraduates 45.25(4.30)  <0.001 

    Office workers 45.24(4.20)  <0.001 

  Coefficient of the local mean (γ10)  F1,1382 = 0.07 0.935 

    Adolescents −0.05(0.02)  0.028 

    Undergraduates −0.04(0.02)  0.140 

    Office workers −0.04(0.02)  0.066 

  Coefficient of the local detrended skewness (γ20)  F1,1382 = 2.88 0.056 

    Adolescents 2.49(0.99)  0.012 

    Undergraduates 2.26(1.42)  0.110 

    Office workers −1.24(1.29)  0.336 

SE: standard errors. The best-fitting model is as follows: Depressive mood scoresij = γ00 + γ10 (Meanij) + 

γ20 (Detrended skewnessij) + ζ0i + ζ1i (Meanij) + εij. For cross validation, I assumed the coefficients (i.e., 

slopes) γ10 and γ20 are different across groups. 
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where the predictor “mean” and intercept had a random effect. The best-fitting model is as follows: 

Depressive mood scoresij = γ00 + γ10 (Meanij) + γ20 (Detrended skewnessij) + ζ0i + ζ1i (Meanij) + εij, 

where the Depressive mood scoresij indicates a score of depressive mood at the jth recording for the 

ith subject; Meanij and Detrended skewnessij are the local mean and detrended skewness of locomotor 

activity corresponding to the jth EMA recording (depressive mood score) for the ith subject, 

respectively; γ00 is the average intercept across all subjects; γ10 and γ20 are the average regression 

slopes across all subjects for each predictor; the random terms, ζ0i and ζ1i, are the between-individual 

residuals; and εij is the within-individual residual. As expected from the results of univariate 

multilevel analysis, the coefficient of both local statistics was significant (Table 3-3), with a negative 

value (−0.04 ± 0.01, p = 0.002) for the mean and a positive value (1.40 ± 0.69, p = 0.041) for the 

detrended skewness. 

Although the best-fitting model marked the minimum AIC value, a model incorporating local 

mean with a random effect (F1,1386 = 9.80, p = 0.002) and skewness with a fixed effect (F1,1386 = 3.20, 

Table 3-4. Statistics of goodness of fit of best-fitting model and equally well-fitting models 

 Coefficient(SE) F value p value AIC p value* 

Best-fitting model    11960.8  

Intercept 45.74(2.40)  <0.001   

Coefficient of local mean −0.04(0.01) F1,1386 = 9.35 0.002   

Coefficient of local detrended 

skewness 
1.40(0.69) F1,1386 = 4.18 0.041   

Well-fitting model    11961.8 0.856 

Intercept 45.92(2.40)  <0.001   

Coefficient of local mean −0.04(0.01) F1,1386 = 9.80 0.002   

Coefficient of local skewness 1.21(0.68) F1,1386 = 3.20 0.074   

SE: standard errors. AIC: Akaike information criteria. * p value for the change in AIC between the 

best-fitting model and each equally well-fitting model evaluated using the z-test. 
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p = 0.074) was equally well-fitted to the data without any significant difference from the best-fitting 

model (see Table 3-4 for details). The common feature represented in these models is the 

intermittency of locomotor activity, characterized by a combination of reduced activity with 

occasional bursts of locomotor activity. 

 

Dependency on size and location 

I demonstrate the robustness of the best-fitting model with regard to the choice of the size and 

location of the time frame by showing the dependency of the model coefficients on this choice (Figure 

3-3). The coefficient of the “mean” was consistently significant with negative values (between −0.06 

and −0.04) over a broader range (from location −30 to 20 min with size 60 points; Figure 3-3A). 

Furthermore, this association was also robust against variation in sizes (120–10 points; Figure 3-3B). 

In the case of “detrended skewness”, the significant positive coefficients were localized in a limited 

area around the EMA recordings (from 0 to 30 min with 60 points; Figure 3-3C), and this association 

was confirmed only at a larger size of the frame (data length > 50 points; Figure 3-3D). 

 

3.3.4. Cross validation for association of depressive mood with local statistics of locomotor 

activity 

To examine the cross validation for the associations of depressive mood scores with local statistics of 

locomotor activity across the three groups, I considered one categorical variable representing “group”. 

There was no significant difference in the coefficient for either predictor (Table 3-3) among the groups, 

which supports the cross validity of the results. However, careful investigation of this model 

demonstrated that the inclusion of the categorical variable and the separate evaluation of the 
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best-fitting model for each group led to insignificant model coefficients, except for the adolescents. 

This is caused by the difference in the sample size. 

 

  

 
 

Figure 3-3. Dependency of best-fitting model coefficients for depressive mood on different time 

frames. The estimate of the model coefficient of the predictor: (A) Mean (γ10) and (C) Detrended 

skewness (γ20) of the best-fitting model for depressive mood scores (Depressive mood scoresij = γ00 + γ10 

(Meanij) + γ20 (Detrended skewnessij) + ζ0i + ζ1i (Meanij) + εij) as a function of the location. In panels (A) 

and (C), the size of the time frame was fixed at 60 min. The same is shown in panels (B) and (D), except 

for the dependency on the size of the time frame. For evaluation, the location of the time frame was fixed 

at 0 min; thus, the frame was centered around the ecological momentary assessment recordings. Error 

bars indicate standard error of the coefficients. The asterisk and dagger indicate significant cases at the 

0.05 and 0.10, respectively. 
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3.4. Discussion 

In this study, I investigated the nature of within-individual temporal variations in self-reported 

symptoms assessed using the EMA technique. EMA is known to be a powerful tool to overcome 

retrospective biases existing in recall-based self-reports and thus has recently attracted massive 

attention [2,3]. Many studies have demonstrated the strength of EMA in terms of the minimization of 

recall biases [108,109,110] and the correlation with other objective measures 

[28,29,30,31,34,88,91,111]. However, the concurrent associations of self-reported symptoms by EMA 

with objective real-time measures were not rigorously examined. Therefore, I investigated such 

associations between self-reported symptoms, especially depressive mood, and locomotor activity 

data, which can be measured in a truly continuous fashion. I then found the robust (against differences 

in groups of healthy subjects and the methods of EMA) within-individual temporal associations 

between fluctuations in depressive mood in daily life and the patterns of locomotor activity. I believe 

this finding could provide a novel insight into the psychophysiological correlates of “variations” of 

EMA recordings and a possibility to develop a continuous monitor for changes in depressive mood 

from locomotor activity, as discussed below. 

I confirmed the concurrent association of depressive mood with alterations in locomotor activity 

and the convergent associations among self-reported symptoms recorded simultaneously. In addition, 

I demonstrated the consistency and robustness of such associations across populations with different 

age groups, lifestyles, occupations, and so on and proved the existence of cross validity. These 

verifications provide strong evidence that the within-individual temporal variations in self-reported 

symptoms measured by EMA are not merely random but may partially originate from and reflect the 

alterations in psychophysiological states in daily life. 

My systematic approach to modeling the temporal variations in depressive mood scores using the 
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local statistics of locomotor activity for the first time revealed the “momentary” associations of the 

depressive mood with the levels and patterns of locomotor activity. The intermittent bursts of 

locomotor activity were important for describing depressive mood even in healthy subjects, which is 

consistent with previous studies on major depressive disorders [126,127]. Considering the existence 

of the cross validity in these associations, I suggest that the present relations would generally hold for 

a wider range of populations. Whether this could be further extrapolated to patients suffering from 

depressive disorders would be the next important challenge. 

The associations between depressive mood and alterations in the levels and patterns of locomotor 

activity have been shown in epidemiological samples [141,142,143,144,145] and clinical depression 

[126,127], but the underlying mechanism is unknown. Although the reasons for the covariant 

associations between depressive mood scores and behavioral alternations are still unclear, the present 

analyses of data with high temporal resolution clarify the mechanism, at least partially. As shown in 

Figure 3-2, there is less or virtually no association in the case of skewness measures reflecting 

intermittent activity patterns (shown in the upper left corner of the size vs. location plots). This 

implies that the association of the higher order statistics of locomotor activity data, even when 

recorded just before the EMA recordings, with the subsequent depressive mood scores is weak. Thus, 

it is most unlikely that behavioral alteration precedes momentary mood change, which is supported by 

higher coefficients for the detrended skewness of the best-fitting model at positive or posterior 

temporal locations (Figure 3-3C). The temporal characteristics of the covariant associations indicate 

that the behavioral alteration begins to be concurrent with mood change. This concurrency suggests 

that in addition to a possible effect of variations in depressive mood (or more instantaneous feeling) 

on the subsequent behavior, there is a more direct neurophysiological link between the changes in 

body state and (depressive) feeling, as proposed by Damasio [146]. On the other hand, the mean 
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activity levels were associated with depressive mood over relatively longer time scales. 

Revealing the psychophysiological origin of the temporal variations in self-reported symptoms in 

terms of behavioral alterations is considered to be highly significant. EMA is known to have the 

critical drawback of sparse sampling over time; the number of data points recorded in a day is limited. 

In contrast, locomotor activity can be measured in a truly continuous fashion using a simple device. 

Therefore, the findings concerning the existence of psychobehavioral correlates between EMA 

recordings and behavioral alterations might be able to compensate for this drawback and contribute to 

the continuous estimation of changes in depressive mood in daily life, leading to the early detection or 

novel treatment of depressive disorders. 

Several limitations should be noted. The populations in this study were limited to healthy 

subjects with different gender and age distributions. Another limitation is the inconsistency in the 

EMA protocols among groups leading to differences in the number of recordings and the time of day. 

Therefore, careful consideration is needed for generalizing the findings of this study to other 

populations, especially patients with psychiatric disorders such as depression. Also, the model 

coefficients of the local statistics for the depressive mood scores were not consistently significant in 

all groups, which is considered to be caused by the small sample size. Therefore, further studies with a 

large number of subjects and data points would be necessary to rigorously examine cross validity. 

Finally, other local statistics of locomotor activity that can capture the intermittency in locomotor 

activity more robustly, such as entropy-type nonlinear statistics, should be considered. 

In conclusion, this is the first study providing an insight into the psychophysiological origin of 

within-individual temporal variations in momentary symptoms assessed by EMA by evaluating 

co-variant properties with continuous locomotor activity as the external criteria. I confirmed the 

robust concurrent associations between depressive mood and behavioral alterations and the 
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convergent associations among self-reported symptoms. These findings indicate that temporal 

variations in momentary symptoms are not random but reflect changes in the underlying 

psychophysiological variables, represented as changes in the statistical properties of locomotor 

activity. I believe that the finding on the concurrent changes in depressive mood and locomotor 

activity may contribute to the continuous estimation of changes in depressive mood and early 

detection of depressive disorders. 
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PART 4: CONTINUOUS ESTIMATION OF DEPRESSIVE MOOD 

FROM LOCOMOTOR DYNAMICS 

 

4.1. Introduction 

Major depressive disorder (MDD) is a severe psychiatric disorder that is characterized by the presence 

of mood disturbances (either depressed mood or a loss of interest or pleasure in daily activities) 

consistently for more than several weeks [124]. In addition to these mood disturbances, behavioral 

alterations, including diminished activity, loss of energy, and psychomotor retardation or agitation, are 

remarkable co-occurring symptoms [124]. In fact, many epidemiological studies of depressive 

disorders that used traditional paper-and-pencil self-report assessments have demonstrated the 

presence of altered physical activity levels [141,142,144,145,147] as well as their significant 

associations with the severity of the diseases [143,148]. As a more quantitative approach, many 

studies on MDD have collected continuous measurements of physical activities in daily life using an 

activity monitor and demonstrated a variety of behavioral alterations, including lower activity levels 

during daytime [21,23,149,150], sleep disturbances [150,151], and disruption of the circadian rhythm 

[21,22,152] as well as their improvement over the course of clinical treatment [21,23,153]. However, 

these studies mainly focused only on the alterations of physical activity levels or their rhythmicity, 

and the complete details of dynamical properties, which may contain richer information regarding 

pathological states, have not been examined. 

In this context, recently, the so-called locomotor activity (>1 week), i.e., the spontaneous 

physical activity in daily life, in patients with MDD was measured and it was reported that patients 

with depression exhibited more intermittent behavioral patterns that were characterized by reduced 

mean activity levels associated with occasional bursts of locomotor activity compared with healthy 
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subjects [126,127]. These findings suggest that the statistical properties of intermittent locomotor 

dynamics can be important and useful objective markers of MDD, and there is a novel possibility of 

continuously monitoring the pathological states of this disorder based on behavioral dynamics. 

However, although these studies were successful in providing a biobehavioral measure for MDD 

based on long-term locomotor activity data, this is not sufficient for continuous monitoring because of 

the lack of temporal resolution and correlation with symptoms (e.g., subjective depressive mood). To 

capture rapid changes in pathological states in much shorter time frames (e.g., daily or within-day 

scales), which may provide important information on clinical conditions or the efficacy of clinical 

treatments, other types of approaches are required. 

Therefore, in this study, I investigated the temporal associations between depressive mood and 

behavioral dynamics in patients with MDD using ecological momentary assessment (EMA) [2]. I 

particularly examined the manner in which within-individual temporal changes in depressive mood 

scores co-varied with local statistics of locomotor activity around the recordings of self-reported 

symptoms. Furthermore, I compared such associations across patients with MDD and healthy subjects. 

The identification of differences and/or similarities in the psychobehavioral correlates between 

patients and healthy subjects is considered important because it may provide valuable insights into the 

pathogenic processes of MDD, thus leading to the early detection of the disease. 
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4.2. Methods 

4.2.1. Subjects 

The data were acquired from 14 patients with MDD [12 males (M)/2 females (F); age, 34.0 ± 5.7 

years; age range, 22–42 years] and 43 healthy office workers (43M/0F; 40.7 ± 9.1 years; 23–58 years). 

The patients with MDD were outpatients of the Teikyo University Mizonokuchi Hospital, Kanagawa, 

Japan, and their locomotor activity data have been published elsewhere [126,127]. The patients who 

applied for participation in the study were interviewed and screened by a well-trained psychiatrist. 

The inclusion criteria were as follows: a diagnosis of MDD according to the Diagnostic and the 

Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders (DSM)-IV [124]; information on the current depressive 

episode; and age between 20 and 55 years. The exclusion criteria were: current substance abuse and 

other psychiatric diseases; lifetime history of schizophrenia or personality disorder; or severe physical 

illness. The 17-item Hamilton Depression Rating Scale (HDRS) [154] was also administered to all the 

patients [13.3 (mean) ± 2.9 (SD); range, 8.8–18.5]. The detailed profiles of the patients are 

summarized in Table 4-1. 

The healthy subjects were full-time office workers at the University of Tokyo. They did not have 

a past or current diagnosis of any psychiatric diseases. Fifty-three subjects completed their recordings 

for the entire study period, but I excluded 10 subjects who rated a Beck Depression Inventory-II 

(BDI-II) score of 14 points or more (i.e., clinical cutoff level for depression) [155,156]. Thus, 43 

subjects were analyzed in this study, and the mean score on BDI-II in this group was 5.9 ± 4.0 (range 

0–13).  

All subjects in this study were given a full explanation of the purposes and potential risks of the 

study by well-trained researchers. Subsequently, they signed an institutionally approved informed 

consent form. This study was approved by the research ethics committees of Teikyo University and 
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the University of Tokyo. 

 

4.2.2. Materials, procedures, and measurements 

Recording of self-reported symptoms by ecological momentary assessment 

An EMA technique [2] was used to record momentary symptoms in patients with MDD and healthy 

subjects. This approach allows us to address subjects’ behaviors, psychological states, and 

physiological reactions at multiple time points as the individual experiences them in daily life. The 

collection of data in natural settings can enhance the validity of measurements, thus avoiding the 

pitfalls of retrospective recall, which highly distort self-reported data collection. 

A small watch-type computer (Ruputer, ECOLOG, 42 g; Seiko Instruments Inc., Tokyo, Japan; 

Figure 2-1A) was used as an ED to record self-reported symptoms [36,39,128]. Patients with MDD 

Table 4-1. Profiles of patients with major depressive disorder 

Patient No. 
Gender 

[male(M)/female (F)] 
Age 

Employed 

[yes (Y)/no (N)] 

Disease duration 

(month) 

HDRS score 

(17-items) 

1 M 42 Y 135 12 

2 M 35 N 7 11.2 

3 F 33 N 36 18.5 

4 M 37 N 34 10 

5 M 33 N 10 12.8 

6 M 35 N 19 8.8 

7 M 32 N 18 15.5 

8 M 26 Y 69 13 

9 F 22 N 22 12.4 

10 M 33 Y 33 18.1 

11 M 29 Y 7 10.8 

12 M 38 N 21 13 

13 M 40 N 2 16.8 

14 M 41 Y 36 13 

HDRS: Hamilton Depression Rating Scale. 
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were requested to record their momentary symptoms by answering EMA questionnaires over the 

study period (37.43 ± 14.82 days; range, 18–67 days). EMA questionnaires prompted the patients to 

record their symptoms via a beep signal at randomly selected times within ±36 min of the predefined 

times (6:00, 12:00, 18:00, and 24:00) during waking periods. Moreover, healthy subjects were 

instructed to complete the questionnaires at randomly selected times within ±24 min of the predefined 

times (every four hours: 8:00, 12:00, 16:00, ...) during waking periods over seven consecutive days. In 

addition to these scheduled times, all subjects were also requested to register the time at which they 

woke up or went to bed as well as their momentary symptoms at that time (Figure 4-1). 

The EMA questionnaires assessed subjective mood states and the intensity of physical symptoms 

(fatigue, sleepiness, pain, etc.) using a visual analog scale (0–100 with 5-point intervals). The mood 

states were rated using the Depression and Anxiety Mood Scale (DAMS) [120], which was developed 

to measure anxious and depressive moods as separately as possible. The DAMS comprises the 

following nine adjectives representing mood states: “vigorous”, “gloomy”, “concerned”, “happy”, 

“unpleasant”, “anxious”, “cheerful”, “depressed”, and “worried”. These nine items were used to 

calculate anxious and depressive mood scores (see 2.3.3 for details). In this study, I focused on the 

depressive mood because depressive symptoms are the most prominent feature of MDD, and mood 

changes are consider an important sign of the pathogenesis of the disease. In addition, consistent with 

my prior study (see the study in part 3) [76], I did not find significant associations of the other 

symptoms of depression, including anxious mood with local statistics of locomotor activity. 

 

Assessment of locomotor activity 

The watch-type device is also equipped with an activity monitor that has a performance that is 

analogous to that of the commercial actigraph (Ambulatory Monitors Inc., Ardsley, NY, USA), which 
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is used widely in the clinical field [21,126,127,128]. The sensor for assessing locomotor activity is a 

uni-axial piezo-electronic accelerometer that is capable of detecting small changes in bodily 

acceleration (≥0.01 G/rad/s), which enables the registration of even slight movements in daily life. All 

subjects were instructed to wear this device on the wrist of their respective non-dominant hand 

throughout the study period, except while bathing, showering, performing rigorous exercises, or any 

other activity likely to damage the device. In this study, zero-crossing counts accumulated for every 1 

 

 

Figure 4-1. Fluctuations of depressive mood scores and locomotor activity. Filled circles indicate 

depressive mood scores (y-axis on the left side) recorded by ecological momentary assessment over four 

consecutive days in a healthy office worker (A) and a patient with major depressive disorder (B). Their 

simultaneously measured locomotor activities are also shown (y-axis on the right side). The periods 

during which they were sleeping or had taken off the device are shaded in gray. 
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min were used as locomotor activity data (Figure 4-1). Locomotor activity data collected during 

periods in which the subjects were not wearing the device or sleeping were excluded from the 

analysis. 

 

4.2.3. Data analysis 

Local statistics of locomotor activity 

I focused on the first- and third-order statistical moments (i.e., mean and skewness) of locomotor 

activity because the combination of these statistics can well characterize the intermittent or bursty 

nature (i.e., reduced activity levels and occasional bursts leading to a positively skewed probability 

distribution) of the data [76]. These local statistics were calculated from locomotor activity data with a 

length of 60 min centered around each EMA recording. The effects of the data length (size) and the 

location against the timing of EMA recording were examined later. 

 

4.2.4. Statistical analysis 

I adopted a multilevel modeling approach [105,157,158] using SAS Proc Mixed (SAS 9.2, SAS 

Institute Inc., Cary, NC) because the present study produced a hierarchically structured data set in 

which the EMA for depressive mood and the corresponding local statistics of locomotor activity were 

nested within subjects [107]. A p <0.05 was considered significant. 

 

Descriptive statistics of recording profiles 

The mean level of momentary symptoms was estimated using the so-called null model, in which each 

momentary symptom is the dependent variable with no predictor. To test the group differences in 

momentary symptoms, I adopted a 2-level mixed MANOVA model using each momentary symptom 
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as the dependent variable and the type of group (i.e., MDD or healthy individuals) as the predictor. 

Moreover, I performed the same analysis for the local statistics of locomotor activity. 

 

Statistical model for depressive mood 

First, I identified the statistical model that described the associations between depressive mood scores 

and the local statistics of locomotor activity using a combined data set from the healthy and MDD 

groups. I compared all possible multilevel models that consisted of a linear combination of a subset of 

both local statistics and their interaction. In addition, I examined both fixed and random effects for 

each predictor in each model. All variance components were assumed to follow a normal distribution 

with zero mean. I used the deviance statistic to compare the goodness of fit of the models with nested 

or inclusive relations, in which all predictors in one model were a subset of the predictors in another 

model [105]. 

After identifying the statistical model that best fitted the data described above, I also examined 

the robustness of this model against the choice of the data length and temporal location that were used 

to derive the local statistics of locomotor activity. Particularly, I varied the data length from 10 to 120 

min with an increment of 10 min centered around each EMA recording. I also varied the center 

location of the data from −30 to 30 min of the EMA recording, with the data length set at 60 min. 

 

Group differences in associations between depressive mood and locomotor activity 

To examine the differences in the associations between depressive mood scores and the local statistics 

of locomotor activity across the MDD and healthy groups, I added a categorical variable representing 

the type of group into the parameters of the model identified (i.e., the intercept and slopes of 

predictors). This test allowed us to examine whether the parameter values differed between groups 
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and provided the estimates of the model parameters for each group. These estimates were used in the 

cross-validation study. 

 

Cross-validation of the statistical model across groups 

As shown below, I did not find any group differences in the model parameters, with the exception of 

the intercept. This indicates that the only difference in the associations between groups was an overall 

level of depressive mood, which suggests that it is possible to estimate changes in mood scores in one 

group using the model derived from the other group and vice versa, once the adjustment for the 

intercept is properly conducted. The cross-validity of the derived models was particularly examined as 

follows. I estimated the depressive mood scores of healthy subjects using the model with the 

parameter values for the MDD group provided by the analysis described above. To estimate the scores, 

I substituted the local statistics of locomotor activity of a healthy subject into the model of the MDD 

group, in which the local statistics were evaluated from the data with a length of 60 min centered 

around EMA recordings. All random terms in the model were set to zero because of their definition. In 

addition, I estimated the depressive mood scores of patients with MDD using the model of the healthy 

group. The cross-validity was evaluated by examining the correlation coefficient between estimated 

and self-reported depressive mood scores via a 2-level mixed MANOVA model using depressive 

mood scores as the dependent variable and the type of score (i.e., estimated or self-reported score) as 

the predictor [39]. 
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4.3. Results 

4.3.1. Recording profiles 

It was obtained 1921 [137.2 (mean) ± 63.6 (SD) per person] EMA recordings from patients with 

MDD and 1781 recordings (41.4 ± 5.0) from healthy subjects. If simultaneous locomotor activity data 

were not acquired properly because of trouble with or removal of the device, I excluded the data from 

the analysis. Finally, I obtained 767 (54.8 ± 23.3) sets of simultaneous recordings of EMA and 

locomotor activity data from patients with MDD and 946 (22.0 ± 4.7) such recordings from healthy 

subjects. 

Table 4-2 summarizes the mean levels of subjective symptoms and the local statistics of 

locomotor activity used for the analysis. The mean levels of all symptoms in patients with MDD were 

significantly higher than those observed in healthy subjects (p < 0.001). The mean activity levels of 

patients with MDD were significantly lower than those of healthy subjects (p < 0.001), whereas the 

values of skewness were significantly higher in the patients than in controls (p < 0.001). These 

Table 4-2. Mean levels of momentary symptoms and local statistics of locomotor activity 

 mean(SE) 

p value  MDD Healthy 

Momentary symptoms    

Depressive mood 58.95(2.73) 41.64(1.59) <0.001 

Anxious mood 58.68(4.15) 39.03(2.41) <0.001 

Fatigue 56.59(5.04) 31.12(2.90) <0.001 

Local statistics of locomotor activity    

Mean 111.59(5.08) 132.61(3.08) <0.001 

Skewness 0.47(0.07) 0.11(0.04) <0.001 

SE: standard error. MDD: major depressive disorder. All local statistics of locomotor activity were 

evaluated from the data collected within 60 min centered around the ecological momentary assessment 
recording. 
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differences in the local statistics of locomotor activity indicate the increased intermittency of behavior 

dynamics, which is phenomenologically compatible with the recent findings of alterations of 

scale-invariant statistics in patients with MDD derived from long-term (>7 days) locomotor activity 

data [126]. This indicates that the increased intermittency observed in patients can also be captured by 

alterations in the local statistics, particularly the combination of decreased mean activity levels and 

higher positive values of skewness.  

 

4.3.2. Determination of statistical model for depressive mood 

The statistical model identified from the combined data set from both groups was a linear combination 

of the local mean, skewness, and their interaction as predictors, in which the local mean and intercept 

had a random effect: Depressive mood scoresij = γ00 + γ10 (Meanij) + γ20 (Skewnessij) + γ30 (Meanij × 

Skewnessij) + ζ0i + ζ1i (Meanij) + εij, where Depressive mood scoresij indicates a score of depressive 

mood at the jth recording for the ith subject; Meanij and Skewnessij are the local mean and skewness 

of locomotor activity corresponding to the jth EMA recording for the ith subject, respectively; γ00 is 

the average intercept across all subjects; γ10, γ20, and γ30 are the average regression slopes across all 

subjects for each predictor; the random terms ζ0i and ζ1i are the between-individual residuals; and εij is 

the within-individual residual. The coefficients of all the predictors were significant (Table 4-3), with 

a positive value (γ20 = 1.82 ± 0.70, p = 0.009) for skewness and negative values for both the mean (γ10 

= −0.03 ± 0.01, p = 0.008) and interaction (γ30 = −0.01 ± 0.01, p = 0.030). These results indicate the 

presence of a significant association between increased intermittency of locomotor activity and 

worsening of self-reported depressive mood. The negative coefficient of interaction term possibly 

reflects situations in which the depressive mood becomes worse with both lower activity levels and 

positively larger skewness; thus, more frequent episodes of bursts are observed. 
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I demonstrated the robustness of the model identified against the choices of the data length and 

temporal location that were used to calculate the local statistics of locomotor activity. Figure 4-2 

shows the dependency of the coefficients of three predictors on the different values of choices. All 

coefficients were consistently significant over a broad range of location (Figure 4-2A, C, and E) and 

data length (Figure 4-2B, D, and F) values, which was indicative of the robustness of the model 

identified. 

Table 4-3. Statistical model for depressive mood and group differences regarding model parameters 

 Coefficient(SE) F value p value 

Statistical model    

Intercept (γ00) 50.11(2.45)  <0.001 

Coefficient of the local mean (γ10) −0.03(0.01) F1,1653 = 7.01 0.008 

Coefficient of the local skewness (γ20) 1.82(0.70) F1,1653 = 6.81 0.009 

Coefficient of the local mean × local skewness (γ30) −0.01(0.01) F1,1653 = 4.70 0.030 

    

Group difference    

Intercept (γ00)  F1,55 = 18.18 <0.001 

MDD 64.41(3.70)  <0.001 

Healthy 44.41(2.71)  <0.001 

Coefficient of the local mean (γ10)  F1,1650 = 1.02 0.312 

MDD −0.05(0.02)  0.013 

Healthy −0.03(0.02)  0.133 

Coefficient of the local skewness (γ30)  F1, 1650 = 0.23 0.631 

MDD 1.79(0.79)  0.023 

Healthy 0.91(1.67)  0.587 

Coefficient of the local mean × local skewness (γ30)  F1, 1650 = 0.18 0.671 

MDD −0.01(0.01)  0.079 

Healthy −0.01(0.01)  0.585 

SE: standard error. MDD: major depressive disorder. The statistical model is as follows: Depressive mood 

scoresij = γ00 + γ10 (Meanij) + γ20 (Skewnessij) + γ30 (Meanij × Skewnessij) + ζ0i + ζ1i (Meanij) + εij. 
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4.3.3. Group differences in associations between depressive mood and locomotor activity 

There were no significant differences in the coefficient of all predictors, with the exception of the 

model intercept (Table 4-3). This indicates that identical relationships between changes in mood and 

behavior exist across patients with MDD and healthy subjects, although the patients had higher levels 

 

 

Figure 4-2. Dependency of model coefficients on different locations and data lengths. Coefficient of 

the predictors: (A) Mean (γ10), (C) Skewness (γ20), and (E) Mean × Skewness (γ30) of the model 

identified as a function of the location. In these panels, the data length was fixed at 60 min. The same is 

shown in panels (B), (D), and (F), with the exception of the dependency on the data length. Here, the 

center of the data used for the derivation of the statistics was fixed at the timing of the ecological 

momentary assessment recording. Error bars indicate the standard error of the mean. The asterisks and 

daggers indicate that the model coefficients are significantly different from zero at p <0.05 and 0.10, 

respectively. 
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of overall depressive mood scores, as represented by the higher intercept values. 

Table 4-3 summarizes the estimates of model coefficients for both groups. All the coefficients in 

patients with MDD were significant, with the exception of the interaction term with a significant 

positive value (γ20 = 1.79 ± 0.79, p = 0.023) for skewness and negative values for both the mean (γ10 = 

−0.05 ± 0.02, p = 0.013) and their interaction (γ30 = −0.01 ± 0.01, p = 0.079). In contrast, none of the 

coefficients estimated in healthy subjects were significant (γ20 = 0.91 ± 1.67, p = 0.587 for skewness; 

γ10 = −0.03 ± 0.02, p = 0.133 for the mean; and γ30 = −0.01 ± 0.01, p = 0.585 for the interaction), 

whereas the signs of all coefficients were consistent with those estimated for the MDD group. The 

difference in the significance of the model parameters between groups may have been caused by the 

difference in within-individual sample sizes (on average: 54.8/person for the MDD group and 

22.0/person for the healthy group). However, even these parameters for the healthy group fit well in 

the cross-validation study, as shown below. 

 

4.3.4. Cross-validation of statistical model across groups 

The correlation between self-reported depressive mood in patients and estimated scores based on the 

model for the healthy group was significant (correlation coefficient r = 0.21; p < 0.001). Regarding 

the depressive mood scores of healthy subjects, the correlation coefficient was also significant (r = 

0.10, p < 0.001). These results indicate the cross-validity of the models identified or the presence of 

shared psychobehavioral correlates across groups. 
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4.4. Discussion 

In this study, I examined psychobehavioral correlates between momentary depressive mood and 

behavioral dynamics in patients with MDD. I particularly evaluated the associations between changes 

in momentary self-reported depressive mood scores and the local statistics of locomotor activity 

simultaneously measured. The statistical model that described the associations showed increased 

intermittency of behavioral dynamics with worsening of depressive mood. This result suggests that it 

is possible to estimate momentary depressive mood from the objective measures of locomotor activity, 

thus leading to continuous monitoring of the pathogenic processes and pathological changes of MDD. 

Furthermore, I confirmed the cross-validity of the model describing within-individual associations 

across healthy subjects and patients with MDD. The existence of shared psychobehavioral correlates 

between groups implies that changes in momentary depressive mood in healthy individuals, like those 

recorded for clinically depressed patients, can also be estimated from locomotor activity data. 

However, I also found the group difference in the overall level of depressive mood score (i.e., the 

intercept), suggesting that the model for healthy individuals cannot be simply used to predict 

depressive mood levels of the patients. Such discontinuity in psychobehavioral relations between 

healthy subjects and the patients might have implications for the pathogenic processes, hence the 

prevention and/or early detection of MDD. Continuous monitoring of psychobehavioral dynamics for 

the borderline subjects would be expected to provide more detailed pathogenic processes in the future 

research. 

The intermittent and bursty nature of human behavioral dynamics is now receiving attention in 

various scientific fields [159,160,161,162,163]. Recently, increased intermittency of locomotor 

activity was found in patients suffering from MDD [126] and schizophrenia [129], which was 

indicative of more frequent episodes of slowing down or cessation of movement while having 
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occasional bursts in these patients compared with healthy subjects (e.g., days 3–4 of Figure 4-1B 

compared with Figure 4-1A). Furthermore, it was proposed a possible theoretical model for 

intermittent behavioral dynamics and its alterations based on a priority stochastic queuing theory 

[164]. According to this model, the increased intermittency observed in patients with MDD can be 

explained by a strategic change in decision making to initiate actions with preferential selectivity to 

demands (cues) with higher priority. Patients with MDD tend to react only to higher demands and/or 

stimuli (generating occasional activity bursts) and stay quiet for most of the time (resulting in reduced 

activity). The results of this study further suggest that such a strategic change can be associated with 

alterations in momentary depressive mood, leading to increased local intermittency in locomotor 

dynamics. 

The advancement of information and communication technologies (ICTs) has led to the recent 

rigorous development of healthcare monitoring systems that often combine mobile technologies 

[123,165,166] and are expected to play a considerable role in early detection, management, and 

treatment of psychiatric disorders, including MDD, bipolar disorder, and schizophrenia [165,166]. To 

successfully establish such systems, many essential elements have been under study. For example, the 

concept of ecological momentary interventions (EMIs), in which real-time interventions are delivered 

to individuals during their everyday lives in natural settings, is a core elemental technology that is 

used for novel treatments of these diseases [167]. In contrast, the sign-contingent EMA, which is an 

assessment that is triggered by a warning “sign” related to the disorders, is considered useful for 

detecting early signs of psychiatric disorders and their pathological transitions [7,168]. However, the 

development of objective, reliable, and, more importantly, real-time biobehavioral markers for 

psychiatric disorders is necessary to establish these important elements; thus, the demand for such 

markers has grown recently. In this context, the current study has a great potential to contribute to the 
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establishment of healthcare systems by providing an objective and real-time biobehavioral marker, i.e., 

a statistical model for depressive mood based on behavioral dynamics. In addition, these findings 

serve as useful models for continuous monitoring and estimation of depressive mood as well as 

fundamental techniques for the realization of EMIs and sign-contingent EMA. 

One potential limitation of this study was that the correlation coefficients obtained in the 

cross-validation of the identified model were small, although the correlations themselves were 

significant. These low correlation values may be because of wide individual differences, such as 

lifestyle, pathological conditions, and effects of antidepressant medication. However, these individual 

effects may be minimized by optimization methods such as support vector machine [169] or neural 

network approaches [170]. For example, the personalization of the model structure and its parameters 

using the data of the first few weeks could minimize the individual effects and improve the ability to 

estimate depressive mood scores. In fact, I could improve the estimation of the depressive mood 

scores merely by personalizing the model parameters using simple linear models employed in the 

present study. Figure 4-3 shows typical cases in which the estimation was highly improved by this 

type of personalization. The parameters of the model derived in this study were optimized 

individually using data collected at one week in the early part of the measurement. Subsequently, the 

depressive scores in another week in the later part of the study were estimated using personalized 

parameters. In these patients, the correlation coefficients between self-reported and estimated 

depressive mood scores were considerably higher [r = 0.80 (p = 0.002) for Figure 4-3A and r = 0.74 (p 

= 0.004) for Figure 4-3B] than those calculated for the overall cross-validation. Although I was unable 

to perform this optimization procedure for the data from all patients because this requires relatively 

long-term measurements (>2 weeks), I confirmed considerable improvements in the estimation in six 

patients who had this condition with correlation coefficients ranging from 0.48 to 0.80. Other 
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sophisticated optimization methods would probably highly improve the estimation. 

The other weaknesses of this study included the effects of medications on behavioral dynamics 

and the small sample size. Thus, the generalization of the findings of this study will require a large 

population study using drug-free patients. Another issue that should be addressed is the ceiling effect. 

 

 

Figure 4-3. Estimation of depressive mood scores using personalized models. Open squares indicate 

the estimates of depressive mood scores (y-axis on the left side) by substituting the local statistics of 

locomotor activity (within 60 min centered around the ecological momentary assessment recording) into 

the statistical model with personalized parameter values. The personalized parameter values for subject 

No. 12 (A) were: γ00 = 83.78, γ10 = −0.08, γ20 = 1.17, and γ30 = −0.01, whereas those for subject No. 6 

(B) were: γ00 = 70.38, γ10 = −0.15, γ20 = 4.08, and γ30 = −0.06. The correlation coefficients r and their p 

values between the estimated and self-reported scores were 0.80 and 0.74, respectively. Note that the 

estimation of depressive mood was only made for periods in which the subjects were awake and wearing 

the device. 
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Although patients with MDD showed a level of variability in depressive mood scores that was 

comparable with that of healthy subjects, four patients occasionally reported maximum scores during 

the study period. Because of the low rate (2.76 %) of such data points, I believe that the ceiling effect 

was limited in this study; however, there is a possibility that the associations observed were slightly 

distorted by such an effect. 

In conclusion, I demonstrated the presence of associations between momentary depressive mood 

and behavior dynamics and showed their cross-validity across patients with MDD and healthy 

subjects. These results suggest that it is possible to objectively estimate a momentary depressive mood 

based on changes in physical activity, thus leading to continuous monitoring of the pathogenic 

processes and pathological states of MDD. 
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PART 5: GENERAL DISCUSSION 

 

5.1. Summary of findings 

The purpose of this thesis was to examine the utility of ecological momentary assessment (EMA) as a 

method for capturing momentary symptoms. I introduced the conceptual, historical, applicative, 

methodological, and statistical aspects of EMA in part 1. Based on the comprehensive discussion of 

the rationale behind EMA, I address what I believe important and timely research questions with 

regard to the utility of EMA in parts 2–4. The findings set out in those three parts are summarized 

below. 

In part 2, a full systematic comparison of EMA and the day reconstruction method (DRM) was 

conducted for fatigue and mood states in healthy adults. The findings showed no significant 

differences between the mean or the variability of EMA and DRM estimated over the monitoring 

period. However, correlations between EMA and DRM were low, albeit statistically significant. This 

indicates that although the overall mean and variability of EMA recordings may be accessible with 

DRM, detailed changes over time in momentary fatigue and mood states cannot be retrieved using 

DRM. In addition, I found that reconstructed depression through DRM could be biased when subjects 

remembered whether their behavior was active or inactive. Although prior studies have assured that 

recalling the context of daily activities with DRM is helpful in reconstructing subjective symptoms 

without recall bias [9,11,122], there may be systematic biases in DRM assessment, and its biases may 

be related to certain situational information. These findings indicate that EMA may be the best way to 

measure a person’s diurnal time course (i.e., detailed changes over time) with regard to fatigue and 

mood states. 

In part 3, I first examined the variations in momentary symptoms by validating the associations 
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among self-reported symptoms measured simultaneously (depressive mood, anxious mood, and 

fatigue), and then investigated covariant properties between the symptoms (especially, depressive 

mood) and local statistics of locomotor activity as the external objective criteria obtained continuously. 

The results showed convergent associations by showing positive correlations among momentary 

symptoms. Also, the increased intermittency of locomotor activity, characterized by a combination of 

reduced activity with occasional bursts, appeared concurrently with the worsening of depressive mood. 

Further, this association remained statistically unchanged across groups regardless of group 

differences in age, lifestyle, and occupation. These results indicate that temporal variations in 

momentary symptoms are not random but reflect the underlying changes in psychophysiological 

variables in daily life. In other words, momentary symptoms recorded using EMA are valid data 

reflecting physiological states. 

In part 4, I investigated psychobehavioral correlates, particularly the statistical associations 

between momentary depressive mood and behavioral dynamics measured objectively, in patients with 

major depressive disorder (MDD) and in healthy subjects. The statistical model established indicated 

that worsening of depressive mood was associated with increased intermittency of locomotor activity, 

as characterized by a lower mean and higher skewness. The model was cross-validated across groups, 

suggesting that the same psychobehavioral correlates are shared by both healthy subjects and patients 

with MDD, although the latter had significantly higher mean levels of depressive mood scores. These 

findings suggest the presence of robust as well as common associations between momentary 

depressive mood and behavioral dynamics in healthy individuals and patients with depression, which 

indicates the value of the continuous monitoring of the pathogenic processes (from healthy states) and 

pathological states of MDD by using EMA. 

In summary, the utility of EMA as a method to capture momentary symptoms was confirmed in 
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both healthy and diseased samples. 
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5.2. Implication of findings 

The findings of this thesis show that EMA is useful for assessing self-reported symptoms. Based on 

these findings, it can be concluded that the EMA approach can be used to improve our understanding 

of the basic nature of fluctuations in patterns of self-reported symptoms. In addition, an EMA 

approach incorporating information and communication technologies (ICTs) will enable a more 

detailed description of these patterns and how they related to other variables such as physiological 

states and thus may contribute to a more refined understanding of psychiatric disorders including their 

pathogenic processes, prevention, and treatment. 

 

5.2.1. Utility of EMA in field of psychiatry 

The first step toward prevention and treatment of psychiatric disorders is to thoroughly understand the 

symptoms of the disorders [18]. Frequent/repeated assessments of momentary symptoms make it 

possible to capture within-individual variability and changes in the symptoms of psychiatric disorders, 

e.g., MDD, as shown in part 4. Prior to EMA procedures, subjects were usually asked to reconstruct 

symptoms, e.g., they were asked how their depressive mood fluctuated over a day, and thus actual 

assessment of variability was uncommon. EMA allows us to explore the development trajectories of 

the disorders and identify factors that are predictive of these trajectories. Also, as discussed in part 2, 

such fluctuations in the trajectories cannot be captured by using DRM. 

In addition, patterns of self-reported symptoms often arise relating to time of day or other factors, 

and these patterns give clues both to the function of the disorders in patients’ lives and potential 

strategies to alleviate the symptoms [18]. Many studies [28,29,30,31,34,88,91,111] using EMA, 

including the studies in parts 3 and 4, indicate that the diurnal patterns of self-reported symptoms are 

associated with physiological states. The patterns are also correlated with social and environmental 
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situations [38,52]. In contrast to standard clinical interviews or single measurements, EMA offers a 

tool which can be used to examine antecedents or possible triggers of psychiatric disorders. In other 

words, EMA can be effectively used to assess related symptoms with other related factors 

immediately before and just after disorders (e.g., panic attacks [72], binge eating [65]), which give us 

important insights into pathogenic processes and prevention of psychiatric disorders. 

When we think of patients with psychiatric disorders, we probably imagine that their related 

symptoms are constantly and chronically high. However, momentary symptoms actually fluctuate 

over the course of a day or week despite their high average level (see Figure 4-1B and [171]). EMA is 

well suited to capturing this substantial moment-to-moment variation around the average levels, and 

makes precise evaluation of treatment possible. For example, it can be used to evaluate the effects of 

medication over time and also to identify clues (e.g., physiological states or social and environmental 

situations) for diurnal variation in momentary symptoms related to psychiatric disorders. 

 

5.2.2. Using EMA with information and communication technologies 

Recent advances in ICTs have given clinicians and researchers powerful new tools that can be used in 

health-related data collection. A person’s momentary symptoms fluctuate according to his or her 

internal state (e.g., physiological state) or the external situation (e.g., behavioral episode), and vice 

versa. However, the relationships and causality among these variables remain unknown. Up until 

about 30 years ago, there were not even any tools to investigate this issue. In the last few decades, 

however, outstanding progress has been made in capturing psychological, physiological, and 

behavioral variables in (close to) real time with sophisticated monitoring devices. Today, many 

researchers on the behavioral sciences and other scientific disciplines use EMA with ICTs for their 

work, which has led to improved quality and quantity of data, as follows [7]. 
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Most sampling for EMA data collection uses electronic devices with small screens, and answers 

are stored by pushing a button or touching the screen with time information. This has improved the 

quality of data collection in terms dealing with the problem of faked compliance and via automated 

storage of the data set (i.e., the devices eliminate errors that can arise when transferring data from 

paper to a computer). In the coming years, the use of electronic devices (e.g., activity monitors as 

used in part 3 and 4) to comfortably, continuously, and automatically collect data will accelerate. Such 

devices, worn on the body or placed in the environment, will record information about a subject’s 

behavior, location, and physiological states without burdening subjects with the need to self-report. In 

addition, emerging electronic devices will make “context-sensitive prompting” possible, where 

questions are automatically triggered based on the subject’s behavior, location, physiological states, 

past responses, and social interactions. Furthermore, emerging electronic devices will allow us to 

collect and store an unprecedented amount of longitudinal data. Algorithms that analyze this data will 

be able to estimate and predict target variables based on a subject’s prior behavior or self-reported 

symptoms, cognitions, or social interactions (see the discussion section in part 4 and Figure 4-3). All 

these functions will make EMA data richer and more reliable, and thus enable researchers to make 

further advances in many scientific fields. 
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5.3. Perspectives for future study 

A number of questions remain to be resolved, and I would like to finish this thesis by outlining future 

directions for my research. Although I found that detailed changes over time in momentary symptoms 

are not retrieved by recalled assessment (i.e., DRM) in part 2, the meaning of this finding should be 

discussed further. Researchers who support a real-time point of view believe that momentary 

assessment is a better way of capturing what subjects have experienced and that recalled assessment is 

biased by memory processes. However, the well-known colonoscopy study [172] demonstrated that 

whether or not patients will present for colonoscopies again in the future can be predicted by their 

recalled pain immediately after the original colonoscopy. In other word, the impression left in the 

memory predicted future behavior in this case. The logic behind this issue should be carefully 

considered according to the experience we are trying to capture in future studies. 

In addition, I could not extend the basis of the study in parts 3 and 4 to include exploration into 

the mechanisms that caused the associations between momentary symptoms and locomotor dynamics, 

but I believe that future work should address these mechanisms in more detail. As I described above, 

with advances in ICTs, there has been a growing international trend for the development of intelligent 

monitoring systems [123,165,166] aimed at the prevention and treatment of psychiatric disorders. The 

success of such systems, however, is considered to depend crucially upon the presence of objective, 

reliable, and real-time biomarkers for psychiatric disorders with clearly revealed mechanisms. While 

my thesis successfully provided a bio-behavioral marker based on locomotor activity data, other types 

of biomarker are necessary to examine the mechanisms multi-dimensionally by providing richer 

information on physiological conditions, e.g., cardiovascular functions as a potential biomarker. 

Interpersonal and environmental experiences should also be considered in order to reveal the 

mechanisms. 
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Finally, ethical and privacy concerns related to EMA data collection should be considered in 

future studies [7,19]. A current electronic device implementing EMA is capable of recording a 

person’s location, activities, social interactions, and physiological/psychological states, and future 

devices will be able to generate even more data about people than the devices used in current studies. 

How such data (e.g., data on a person’s health status) is managed can be a concern. This concern 

could be addressed by using password-protected devices and protocols, using a stand-alone computer 

for data management, and ethical training for all people who have access to the data. Other issues are 

more complex, such as how to deal with data revealing subjects’ health problems (e.g., heart rate), 

crises or emergencies (e.g., suicide), and illegal activities (e.g., substance use). In addition, some 

devices using EMA may unintentionally capture data about non-consenting people who interact with 

subjects. Furthermore, researchers in EMA studies monitor not only logs of emails or texts but also 

their content. This last concern could be addressed by analyzing data immediately on the device, 

without saving the data itself, but further studies are needed to identify ways of addressing the other 

ethical and privacy concerns. 
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5.4. Conclusion 

Psychologists and survey methodologists have made considerable progress in understanding the 

underlying mechanisms of self-reports for subjective symptoms. Despite the progress that has been 

made, however, how to measure the actual states of subjective symptoms is not yet fully understood. 

This thesis revealed the utility of EMA as a method for capturing subjective symptoms by 

investigating the association of momentary symptoms with reconstructed symptoms or physiological 

states. The present thesis contributes to the objective and rigorous assessment of subjective symptoms 

using EMA, which should help promote mental health and reduce the risk of psychiatric disorders. 
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SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION 

 

 

 

  

 

 

Figure S1. Dependency of univariate model coefficients for depressive mood on different time 

frames. The estimated values of the univariate model coefficient for depressive mood scores are shown 

in a colored matrix form consisting of 25 rows (different locations) and 12 columns (different sizes). 

Each grid cell indicates some specific location and size of a time frame used for calculating the local 

statistics of locomotor activity. A color in each cell represents the value of the model coefficient (γ10) of 

the predictors: (A) Mean, (B) SD, (C) Detrended SD(1), (D) Detrended SD(2), (E) Detrended SD(3), (F) 

Skewness, (G) Detrended skewness(1), (H) Detrended skewness(2), and (I) Detrended skewness(3). 

Note that these statistics with m-th order polynomial detrending are denoted as detrended SD(m) and 

detrended skewness(m). False discovery rate with a q value of 0.05 was used as the multiple comparison 

adjustment. Only significant cases are shown by colors. Color bars indicate the value of the model 

coefficient. The univariate model used for the analysis is as follows; Depressive mood scoreij = γ00 + γ10 

(Local statistics of locomotor activityij) + ζ0i + εij (see 1.4.1 for details). 
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Text S1. Detrending procedure for calculating detrended SD and skewness. 

1) A polynomial function was fitted to locomotor activity data within a time frame to estimate a “trend” 

of the data. In this study, I considered the cases up to the third-order polynomials (Figure S1). 

2) The estimated trend was removed by subtracting from the original data to derive the detrended 

locomotor activity data (Figure S2). 

3) From the detrended data, SD and skewness were calculated. 
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Figure S2. Detrending procedure for calculating detrended SD and skewness. (A): A raw locomotor 

activity time series for 60 min and the best fitted first-order polynomial line (red). (B): The detrended 

locomotor activity derived by subtracting the fitted line for the original data. 


